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SmartDrive® is an elegant and lightweight power assist device. The new PushTracker band 
combines fine grained SmartDrive® control with activity monitoring, giving greater freedom 

to chair users than ever before. Visit Max-Mobility.com to learn more.

Independence…Rediscovered.
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Made in USA
Bassett, VA · Call 866-852-2337 or email: ckeenan@AssuredComfortBed.com

Why get a hospital bed? Yuk!

An Assured Comfort® adjustable bed 
o�ers you many hospital bed features 

without looking like one!  With the Hi-Low 
feature, it is perfect for those who need 

therapy or for transfering in and out of bed. 

· Side safety and assist rails are available
· Quiet remotely-controlled articulation 
· Twin, full, queen, split-king or custom sizes
· Hi-Low option for adjusting mattress heights
· Exclusive headboards and footboards
· Typically can retro�t existing bed surrounds
· Several mattress options or maybe use your own

CUSTOM CRAFTED

AD JU S TA B L E  BEDS

ASSURED
COMFORT®

ASSURED
COMFORT®

Three models with hundreds of Hi-Low bed combinations available!

Mobile Twin Signature Series Platform Series

Full Size
Mission Style / Espresso

Shown without mattress

Queen Size
Raised Panel / Mahogany
Shown without mattress

Twin Size
Raised Panel / Mahogany
Shown without mattress

DOWNLOAD MODEL INFORMATION 
AT ASSUREDCOMFORTBED.COM

Insurance coverage will vary. Your DME may be able assist you with availability.
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VaPro Plus Pocket
Touch Free Hydrophilic Intermittent Catheter

Continence Care
People First

*RX Only. Federal (USA) Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician or other healthcare practitioner licensed
under state law to order this product. The Hollister logo and VaPro Plus Pocket are trademarks of Hollister Incorporated

© 2017 Hollister Incorporated.

We want to help you get there.

The VaPro Plus Pocket hydrophilic intermittent catheter provides the right 
balance of ease of use and protection without compromising convenience 
or discretion. Its ready to use, touch free catheter with integrated collection 
bag is designed for easy handling and to help keep germs away.

Request a sample*: call 888.740.8999 or visit hollister.com/vapro

We’re for  
the one  
who makes  
their dreams  
a reality.
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Take me to the alley
Take me to the afflicted ones
Take me to the lonely ones that
somehow lost their way
 — from Gregory Porter’s 2016 CD,  
  “Take Me to the Alley”

We live in an imperfect world of disease 
and disability where nonprofit organizations 
are dedicated to promoting understanding, 
advocating for treatment and finding cures. 
But no one truly comprehends the underlying 
psychological and emotional causes of the in-
visible disability of addiction — how it brings 
the brightest down and crushes the fragile 
promise of happiness. And most importantly, 
how it can happen to anyone, even those 
closest to us.

I learned today it happened to someone 
who I once thought was invincible. Not only 
were we close, in our early twenties we talked 
of marriage — but our lives took different 
directions.

Growing up she was a bright, happy, 
uplifting presence. Her smile and laughter 
lightened the mood of everyone around her. 
She was strong, pretty, talented and stead-
fast, grounded in her own confidence and her 
family’s faith in God. She grew into a brilliant 
pianist whose music moved hearts and 
engendered joy. At the age of 25 she married 
an older man, respected and powerful, had 
two precious sons and lived an idyllic life in an 
upscale community. 

And yet, something was, apparently, not 
right. It might have been a mysterious unmet 
need that gradually bled off her sense of con-
tentment in her world. It may have been an 
emotional wound that festered in the quiet of 
night. Perhaps it was the strangling tyranny 

of great expectations that slowly closed off 
her future. Or the loneliness brought on by 
the success of her husband. Maybe it was 
all of these things. Or none of them. Maybe, 
beneath the smile and laughter, she was 
secretly becoming lonely and sad, yet no one 
had eyes to see it.

The high school homecoming queen 
who never touched alcohol started drinking 
at some point. While her husband traveled 
widely on business, she raised their boys in an 
environment of unfettered opportunity, yet 
they began to display symptoms of discon-
tent. One drank heavily; the other became 
addicted to heroin. Maybe she blamed herself 
and guilt took root. Maybe that is how — 
contrary to the bright promise that lit her way 
from the beginning — she herself became an 
alcoholic.

And then came the slow but inevitable de-
cline that took years, perhaps decades. Look-
ing back, the real tragedy for those of us who 
shared our youthful lives with her was that we 
knew nothing of her struggle in later life.

No matter the cause of her decline, no 
one could have predicted what I learned 
about her today, so many years later — how 
she degenerated from alcohol to something 
worse, until, at 72, she died on the street of 
a heroin overdose, homeless. Sad, shocking, 
unthinkable.

Neither the details of her death nor my 
speculation on what might have led up to it 
were included in her obituary, and rightly so. 
But the absence of the whole truth in those 
final words — as painful as it is — exposes an 
escalating failing in our national culture that 
is larger than any single life: denial is consum-
ing us.   

— Tim Gilmer

BULLY PULPIT
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Life is unpredictable...
Your mobility device

shouldn’t be
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Contact us to receive news and updates about the upcoming launch!
vmivans.com  |  855-VMI-VANS

VMI HONDA PILOT
Northstar E™ with Access360®

I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E

VMI is proud to introduce the Honda Pilot Northstar E. VMI’s Honda Pilot is  
the 1st mobility SUV with 360° of wheelchair maneuverability. 

Coming Soon!

USE ANY WHEELCHAIRBRING EVERYONE ACCOMMODATE ANY HEIGHT MANEUVER EASILY
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iSAFE MOBILE RESPONDER
iSAFE Mobile Responder Saves Lives. Works at home or on the 
go, direct two-way communication and the GPS allows you to 

locate a loved one. Geo-fencing for safe zones. Fall detection is 
available. Mention savings coupon “NewMobility” to receive: 

free – shipping, activation and lockbox. Call for free brochure.

Available from Alert Sentry, 877-253-7899
www.AlertSentry.com

MOUNT’N MOVER MOUNTING SYSTEMS
The Mount’n Mover mounting systems by BlueSky Designs, provide 
versatile mounting solutions for iPads, tablets, phones, speech devices, 
laptops, cameras, eating/reading trays and more. Mounting systems 
are customizable and attach to wheelchairs, standers, walkers, tables 
or floor stands. Unique mounting features allows positioning of de-
vices for optimal access and independence.

Available from BlueSky Designs, 888/724-7002
or www.mountnmover.com

USB POWER PORT / CHARGER
Compact: 2 3/8 inches long x 1 inch diameter. Efficient: 0.5 amp 
max draw from wheelchair. Powerful: Up to nine watts continu-
ous for rapid charging. Useful: will not disable your powerchair 

from driving. Charges phones and tablets. Powers fans, lights, 
and most USB powered devices. 

Designed and built in Colorado by cripples for cripples!

Available from Cripple Concepts, 720/863-4025
www.crippleconcepts.com

Some say adapt or die, but why 
be so morbid when you can find 
the latest in adaptive innovation 
all in one place? From the practi-
cal, to the cool, to the crazy, our 
listings have you covered.

TOOLS &  
TECHNOLOGY
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CASE
(Caster Angle

Sensor Encoder)
Technology

SRS
(Smooth Ride Suspension)

Optional 3.2 mph
Safe Seat Elevation

Front and Rear
LED Fender Lights

(Standard)

Dedicated to revolutionizing the power chair experience.

(US) 866-800-2002  •  (Canada) 888-570-1113  •  quantumrehab.com  •  tfyi



It takes quite a bit to steal the stage from 
a 6-foot-five-inch tall musician decked 
out in gold chains and jewelry, but 

when Atlanta rapper 2 Chainz took the 
stage in Tucson, Arizona, this August his 
custom wheelchair did just that. With 
bubblegum-pink tires, gold spokes, a 
pink frame that included four big chain 
links and a place for the rapper to rest his 
injured leg, pics of the wheelchair went 
viral. 2 Chainz Instagram post received 
over 66,000 likes and was shared widely 
across all social media platforms. 

That’s the kind of publicity most com-
panies would kill for, but for Sean Ma-
haney, the founder of California-based 
SeanCo Customs and the creator of the 
iconic chair, it presented a conundrum. 
“I’ll take the publicity,” he says. “But I ab-
solutely hate the fact that I’ve got to tell 
people they have to wait six months if 
they want a chair.” That six-month wait 

is a product of two major factors. One, 
SeanCo is turning out some of the cool-
est, most unique chairs on the market, so 
of course lots of people want them. And 
two, as of right now, SeanCo is basically 
a two-person team: Sean and his wife 
Donna, and they only work on one chair 
at a time.

Mahaney started building custom 
chairs about three years ago when con-
fronted with the steep cost of buying a 
sports chair for his step-daughter who 
has spina bifida. “There was no way I was 
going to be able to afford $3,000-$5,000 
for a basketball chair for her,” he says. “In 
my mind, it never really made any sense 
that I could go to Wal-Mart and buy $100 
bike for one of my kids, but I have to 
spend $1,500 for a piece of junk bike for 
my other kid. It just wasn’t right.”

With a background working on race 
cars and show cars, including a stint on 

the reality hit, Pimp My Ride, Mahaney 
adapted quickly to working with wheel-
chairs. “I ended up building a basketball 
chair for her, pretty much out of scrap 
parts I had laying around and old chairs I 
dug up,” he says. “We sent her to a week-
long sports camp with it and just got an 
incredible reaction out of it. Everybody 
thought it was a professionally-built 
chair and done by a regular wheelchair 
company. And, I’m like, well, maybe I 
can do something like this … it just kind 
of took off from there. The next thing I 
know, every spare minute I had while I 
wasn’t working my regular job was build-
ing wheelchairs.”

He quit his full-time job two years ago 
to focus on SeanCo. Business has been 
good. He just took a deposit on his 80th 
chair and is hoping to increase production 
in the near future. Here are the stories be-
hind a few of his ultra-custom builds.

B Y  I A N  R U D E R

2 COOL, 2 CUSTOM
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Editor’s Note: We were shocked and 
saddened to learn that on Septem-
ber 23, Sean Mahaney died in a  
three-vehicle crash while riding his 
motorcycle to a fundraiser for a local 
non-profit. Fortunately, SeanCo will 
live on (www.seancowheelchairs.com). 
“We’re definitely not going away,” said 
Sean’s wife, Donna. “We’ve got way 
too much at stake.” Friends of the fam-
ily have established a GoFundMe to 
help his family: www.gofundme.com/
we-will-miss-you-sean-mahaney.
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ADAPTIVE TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY

OBI ROBOT
Obi is a revolutionary robotic dining device for people with severe 
disability of the upper extremities. Obi provides an enjoyable dining 
experience by integrating cutting edge robotics, modern design, intui-
tive controls and personality.

Available from DESiN LLC, 844/435-7624
or www.meetobi.com

atHand OVERBED TABLE SYSTEM
The atHand Overbed Table System helps keep all your important items 
within easy reach. Power outlets and USB ports allow you to easily 
access technology and stay engaged. Integrated lighting means no 
fumbling in the dark or reaching for a lamp. Sturdy tray table and 
ample storage keep things organized.

Available from Integrant LLC, 440/628-9550
or www.athandtable.com

E-Z PULL DOOR CLOSER
This adaptive device enables wheelchair and scooter users to close 

doors behind them when the doorknob is out of reach. It is easy 
to install, tough, UV resistant and almost invisible. It eliminates 

unsightly ropes and wires, and is less expensive than automatic 
closers.

Available from Swervin Earl Productions Inc., 
www.e-zpulldoor.com

JACO2
Our robot arms allow people living with upper mobility 

impairments to do the many daily living activities that promote 
self-reliance, independence and comfort — all things that 

contribute to their well-being. They now have the option to 
carry out these tasks on their own — making them less 

dependent on caregivers.

Available from Kinova, 514/277-3777
or www.kinovarobotics.com



DENNIS’ CHAIR
This cherry red beauty was designed for a child who could only use one 
arm to help him get around and work on the farm where he lived. Mah-
aney tracked down some German spokes that would allow the user to push 
using one arm and added the big handle at the back so the kid’s parents 
could push him if they needed to. Mahaney tacked on headlights that run 
off a USB rechargeable battery pack, built in a detachable front wheel that 
provides off-road freedom similar to the FreeWheel, and added a basket 
where the user could carry farm goods. “There was a lot of brainstorming 
on how they wanted everything,” says Mahaney of the parents. “They actu-
ally shipped me a bucket that they used to put feed in for the animals, so I 
would make sure to build that basket big enough for the bucket.”

CHAIR WITH 
MOTORCYCLE SEAT
Mahaney takes pride in building chairs that are as functional and well-
built as they are attractive. He designed this chair around a novel seating 
system aimed at improving the posture of the user, who has cerebral palsy. 
Mahaney modeled the seat on a saddle seating system used in Europe. He 
got a custom-built motorcycle seat from another company, added high-
end memory foam and a custom core cushion and a deep contour back 
that works with the seat to keep the user in position. “That was a fun one 
because it essentially started by building the seat itself and then we built 
the wheelchair around the seat,” he says. “We probably had five or six fit-
tings to make sure that everything was in the right position.”

CRUE’S CHAIR
When insurance told Crue’s parents that he didn’t need a wheelchair 
because they could just push him in a stroller, they turned to SeanCo to 
get him the wheels he needed. “His dad had made a couple of things and 
played with stuff on wheels and saw that the kid just took off as soon as you 
put him in something,” says Mahaney. “He’s one of the most fearless kids 
I’ve ever met in a wheelchair at that age.” Getting the suspension right for 
a fearless 3-year-old with spina bifida took some thinking. “There’s pretty 
much no other company that’s running a true shock without the suspen-
sion system for kids that light. But the way our unique style of suspension 
is, I could play with the positioning and pretty much make the shock think 
that a 20-pound kid is 200 pounds.”

2 CHAINZ CHAIR
Mahaney was driving home at 2 a.m. on a Friday night when he got an 
email titled “2 Chainz” from the rapper’s assistant explaining that 2 
Chainz had broken his knee and needed a wheelchair to complete his tour. 
They had rescheduled five dates already, but wanted the chair for a show 
the coming Wednesday. “I sent a message to my wife knowing perfectly 
well she wouldn’t know who 2 Chainz was (Sean did). I said, Google him, 
this is serious.”

By 3 a.m. Mahaney was getting 2 Chainz measurements and design 
wishes. It had to be pink. It had to have 2 Chainz logo on it. And it had to 
have the same gold spokes 2 Chainz had seen on another rapper’s chair. 
Mahaney came up with the chain link frame and added some other design 
flourishes after perusing 2 Chainz albums and social media.

Mahaney finished the chair in the nick of time, rented a van and drove 
it to Arizona, handing it to 2 Chainz hours before the show. “He was blown 
away,” says Mahaney. “The thing fit him absolutely perfect. Everything was 
great right from the start.” Mahaney was equally impressed by 2 Chainz and 
his entourage. “These guys were not at all the stereotypical rappers,” he says. 
“I was really impressed at how professional and courteous they were.”

N O V E M B E R  2 0 1 7   1 1
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ADAPTIVE TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY

OPEN SESAME DOOR SYSTEM
At the touch of a button, the Open Sesame automatic door opener 
gives complete independence to enter and exit a residential or public/
light commercial door. This professional grade disabled access system 
unlatches a locked door, then opens, pauses and closes it - all auto-
matically.

Available from Open Sesame, 800/673-6911
or www.opensesamedoor.com

TELEHEALTH SERVICES
Speak to a doctor licensed in your state 24/7 year-round by web, 
phone or mobile app in under 10 minutes to address urgent, non-
emergent primary care needs. Connect remotely with dermatologists, 
psychiatrists, pediatricians, and primary care physicians as well as 
licensed therapists.

Available from Teladoc, 800/835-2362
or www.teladoc.com

SOFTWHEEL
SoftWheel contains three shock absorbers located directly 

within the wheel. SoftWheels ensure an unparalleled experi-
ence for users by remaining rigid on flat surfaces for maximum 
stability, and compressing to absorb impact on bumpy terrain 

for a cushioned and smooth ride.

Available from SoftWheel Ltd., 877/876-5332
or http://softwheel.technology

PARA LADDER
Improve your quality of life with the Para Ladder. Provides 

safe, unassisted floor transfers for wheelchair users, and 
nondisabled users. Weighing only 11 pounds, easily stored and 
portable. Folds to three inches. It’s the solution for returning to 

ones chair or standing position independently. The Para Ladder 
stairway to independence.

Available from We Care Designs, LLC, 985/373-1113
or paraladder.com
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Like many wheelchair users, Anthony 
Amorello is frustrated by the trend 
of hotels having higher and higher 

mattresses. He remembers better days, 
back when he was injured 44 years ago, 
where hotel beds with fancy mattresses 
didn’t tower over him and his wheel-
chair. As a C5-6 quad who uses a sliding 
board to transfer, the higher mattresses 
make getting into and out of bed nearly 
impossible. 

His frustration came to a head in 
2010 when he visited Hawaii with his 
wife and kids and stayed in a luxury re-
sort that cost over $400 per night. “The 
beds were on a platform in addition to 
their 28-inch mattresses,” he says. It was 
impossible to make the transfer from his 
manual chair. In the end, Amorello and 
his wife slept on rollaway beds for two 
weeks, while their kids shared the king-
size hotel bed. “That’s when I realized 
I’ve got to change this.”

He called the Department of Justice 
and asked if they could do anything re-
lated to the Americans with Disabilities 
Act. They said no. “You’ve got all these 
things [such as sinks and doorways 
and showers] that are covered under 
the ADA,” he says, “but hotel furniture 
is not.” Calls to the American Hotel & 

Lodging Association weren’t helpful ei-
ther, as officials recommended that hotels 
remove bed frames and box springs. But 
as Amorello knew first-hand, that doesn’t 
guarantee a good height — and because 
new mattresses are so soft, he’d just sink 
into them and have a hard time transfer-
ring out.

Finally, Amorello took things into his 
own hands by designing a brand-new lift 
that brings wheelchairs up to bed height. 
“My brain is an adapting brain,” he says. 
“I came up with this design that will 
solve everybody’s problem.” The product, 
called the Portable Hotel Room Acces-
sible Mattress Equalizer (PHRAME), is 
a storable electric lift that can be rolled 
next to a hotel bed, raising a wheelchair-
sized platform 13 inches so a guest can 
easily transfer to and from the bed. It 
weighs around 110 pounds, has four 
wheels and is about the same size as a rol-
laway cot, like those the Amorellos had to 
sleep on since the bed in their expensive 
hotel room wasn’t accessible.  

“If you take it to a hotel room, put it 
next to the bed — boom, the bed becomes 
accessible. You just back your wheelchair 
onto the platform,” says Amorello, and 
an easy-to-use remote controls the elec-
tric lift. It can be set a little higher than 

the mattress for transfers into bed, and 
a little lower to get back into a chair. 
Amorello wants to market the PHRAME 
directly to hotels when it goes into full 
production. The size is a great selling 
point: it can be put in storage just like 
an extra cot and easily pulled out for any 
customer who uses a wheelchair. There 
is no standard for hotel bed heights, but 
the PHRAME’s vertical lift means it can 
work with virtually any chair and bed, 
meeting every customer’s needs no mat-
ter the hotel.

The PHRAME is in prototype stages 
and Amorello is refining it. A patent is 
pending. He is encouraged by great feed-
back from social media, online forums, 
and responses to a YouTube video put up 
online. Some people have even thought of 
using it for other purposes, such as work-
ing on truck engines or transferring to 
snowmobiles. In the end, though, Amo-
rello’s goal is clear: with the PHRAME in 
hotels, “people can travel and feel confi-
dent that they’ll get to a hotel and won’t 
have to sleep in their chair.” It will enable 
travel for business, vacation and more — 
and the ability for wheelchair-users to be 
independent no matter where they go. 
Find out more at bedphramelift.com.

B Y  A L E X  G H E N I S

AN END TO TOO-HIGH HOTEL BEDS?

Tired of paying for high hotel beds he 
can’t use, Anthony Amorello invented the 
PHRAME to lift him higher.



Modular design makes the EasyStand Evolv the most versatile standing 
frame available. The Evolv is a modular sit to stand stander with over 60 
support and positioning components. The base unit is functional for many 
users, however, a wide variety of positioning components can be added for 
maximum support wherever it’s needed.

EasyStand Evolv Medium, Large & XT

Medium
200 lbs
4’-5’6”

Large
280 lbs
5’-6’2”

XT
350 lbs
6’-6’10”

Fits individuals from:

EasyStand Glider Medium & Large
The EasyStand Glider features state-of-the-art active standing technology 
found in no other stander. Active standing provides lower body range of 
motion and upper body strengthening.

Medium
200 lbs
4’-5’6”

Large
280 lbs
5’-6’2”

Fits individuals from:

Request a free demo today at easystand.com!
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QUANTUM Q100 BATH CHAIR
The Quantum Q100 series chair incorporates high strength 
Medical grade PVC, fiberglass injection molded closed cell foam 
seating and stainless steel in its construction. Lightweight design 
is great for travel and durable enough for years of everyday use. 
New seating is pressure mapped providing 25 percent better 
pressure relief. Flat or Commode style seats available.

Available from Apex Designs, 800/851-1122 or  
www.apexeq.com

BLADDER & BOWEL SUPPLIES
We provide any disposable medical supply on the market. Some 

of our most popular products include catheters, wound care, 
ostomy and incontinence supplies. We accept Medicare, Medi-

Medi and most private insurances. We also accept California 
Medi-Cal and Texas Medicaid. Our supplies are shipped at no 

cost nationwide. We make switching easy. Join our family today.

Available from Apple West Home Medical Supply, 888/579-3765
or www.AppleWestHMS.com

CEO-TWO LAXATIVE SUPPOSITORIES
CEO-TWO® Laxative Suppositories combine sodium bicarbonate 
and potassium bitartrate in a polyethylene glycol base. Upon 
insertion, the pre-moistened suppository reacts with moisture 
to produce carbon dioxide gas, which gently expands the lower 
bowel and creates a reflex stimulation resulting in an urge to 
empty the lower bowel within 30 minutes.

Available from Beutlich Pharmaceuticals, LLC , 800/238-8542 
 or www.beutlich.com

You can’t buy good health, but 
you can buy these health-related 
products to help. In this section 
you will find useful urological 
supplies, bowel and bathroom 
equipment and more.   

HEALTH &  
HYGIENE
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SPEEDICATH(R) CATHETERS
Ready when you are! SpeediCath® catheters are instantly ready-

to-use and do not require extra steps like applying lubrication 
or activating the coating with water, saving you time. Available 

in several options for men and women, SpeediCath® comes in 
several compact and discreet options.

Available from Coloplast, 855/605-7591
or www.coloplast.us

HEALTH & HYGIENE

MAGIC BULLET SUPPOSITORIES
Faster acting, safe and sure 10mg bisacodyl suppository, The 
Magic Bullet®, stimulates the bowel with its water soluble (poly-
ethel glycol) base, which causes the bisacodyl to disperse within 
minutes after insertion. The Magic Bullet® is designed to help 
minimize the cost and excessive time involved in most bowel 
programs.

Available from Concepts In Confidence, 561/369-1700 or 
www.conceptsinconfidence.com

Glide Again.

vitaglide.com  305-514-0514

VitaGlide™ Makes These 
Moments Possible

Vitaglide new mobility ad 1.indd   1 9/25/17   1:33 PM

1-888-347-4537   |   www.clarkehealthcare.com

WheelAble
Collapsible, wheel-able,  
for the spontaneous traveler

Rolling commode and 
shower chair that folds 
compactly and packs into 
a carry bag. Fits over most 
standard toilets, or rolls 
into shower stalls.
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CURE ULTRA CATHETERS
The sterile, single use Cure Ultra™ for men and women is a 

ready-to-use catheter without the drip or mess. Plus, it won’t 
kink if you bend it! No scary chemicals - Cure Catheters are not 

made with known-carcinogen DEHP*, BPA, or natural rubber 
latex. Cure donates 10% of net income to paralysis research.

Available from Cure Medical, 800/570-1778
or www.curemedical.com

HEALTH & HYGIENE

GO-ANYWHERE CHAIRS
These unique products enable people with physical disabilities 
and their families to travel wherever they’d like to go, whenever 
they want to go. Completely portable, these commode/shower 
chairs pack-away quickly and easily in their wheeled travel 
bags. Convenient and lightweight GO-Anywhere Chairs are safe, 
durable, easy-to-use, comfortable and maintenance-free. We ship 
worldwide and customer service is second to none!

Available from GO! Mobility Solutions, 800/359-4021 or 
www.GoesAnywhere.com

Social icon

Rounded square
Only use blue and/or white.

For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

With friends, dine solo.
Be more confident and independent in your dining experience. Let Obi 
replace the need for extra help during your meal. Elegant and easy-to-use, 
Obi gives you and the ones you’re with the opportunity to enjoy every 
moment together. 

Learn more at MeetObi.com.
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GLIDEWEAR 
UNDIES FOR HER

B Y  K A T E  M A T E L A N

Ah, the beauty of skin breakdown, 
that inevitable part of chair life. As 
an active C7-T1 quad, I know it too 

well. I’m constantly popping in and out 
of my chair, sliding around, and putting 
my thin-skinned lower back to the ulti-
mate test. 

I’ve found a lot of shearing work-
arounds — rotating in leggings, switch-
ing from cheeky underwear to a lacey 
boybrief, even using Mepilex patches on 
my typical breakdown spot. On top of 
that, I am a gal with style — that means 
jean seams, layered clothing, and under-
wear of all shapes and material types. 
Add it up and you can guess what hap-
pens: shearing. So when I was presented 
with a pair of women’s GlideWear Skin 
Protection Underwear, I put them to a 
true test. 

GlideWear makes a number of prod-
ucts using its patented low-friction fabric 
to reduce shearing and friction. These 
comfortable, nylon/spandex yoga-like 
black women’s shorts just hit the mar-
ket on the heels of a men’s version. There 
are a lot of similarities between the two, 
except the men’s shorts have a moisture-
wicking front panel with catheter access 
flap and come in a different color. The 
shorts are designed to protect at-risk skin 
using the company’s patented, dual-layer 
“silk-like” fabric. The breathable fabric 
also keeps your skin dry and cool. Plus, 
the shorts are machine washable — a 
huge perk for wheelers. 

Before the shorts arrived to try, I was 
in full skeptic mode. There was a lot 
of: “Oh, the XS will never fit my petite 
frame. I’ll be swimming in the shorts, 
as I do most non-petite sizes! The upper 
thigh — sigh — it’s going to gape around 
my atrophied muscles like all shorts.” 
At $54.99-$59.99 per pair for the men’s 
shorts (women’s pricing not available at 
press time), the shorts are not cheap. I 
was interested to see whether these were 

worth the price tag.
I wiggled them on myself like I would 

a pair of leggings, wearing them over my 
regular underwear. I was pleasantly sur-
prised by the fit. The built-in control of 
the waistband was snug enough to stay 
up without cutting into my atrophied 
stomach muscles. The lines were clean, 
the fabric in the upper leg was fitted (not 
clingy either!), and the style required no 
yanking after transferring back into my 
chair.  Believe me, that’s a first.

I read the product description after-
wards and figured out why they fit my 
atrophied frame — the design, a tapered 
thigh contour, already took that into con-
sideration. And why did they not ride up? 
The non-binding thigh cuff was specifi-
cally included to keep them in place. The 
lightbulb totally turned on for me at this 
moment. 

I tried the shorts around my place, out 
for rolls, and in a variety of other planned 
ways. One evening I rolled in a little late 
from work, only to find my trainer wait-
ing for me. I bolted upstairs and didn’t 
want to waste any time changing. I knew 
we’d be working on my back and stom-
ach and my shorter summer dress would 
provide quite the show. The GlideWear 
shorts were clutch — I slid them over 
my underwear and under my dress. Bo-

nus? Unknown to me, my back was get-
ting rubbed during the exercises and the 
shorts prevented any wear and tear. I 
had a little mark on my uncovered upper 
back, but nothing where I normally shear.

I’m not all sunshine and rainbows 
about the shorts. I can’t wear them under 
my skinny jeans and they stuck out un-
derneath several skirts and dresses. You 
could also see their outline under more 
fitted dresses, pants and skirts, which is 
a wardrobe no-no in my world. The high 
back panel gives you coverage, but it may 
stick out above your waist when under-
neath other clothing. I didn’t love that part 
because I don’t want anything peeking out 
when I’m bending and exposing my back. 
But, I understand the need for a higher 
back and the skin benefits it does provide. 

My final verdict: the shorts material 
and construction is awesome. The de-
sign took into consideration some really 
important factors that you can’t find in 
mainstream shorts, let alone adapted 
ones. However, I would only wear them 
as casual shorts (with a cute racerback 
tank) or during a workout session. If the 
same material came in a more traditional 
underwear-like style, I’d probably find 
more uses for it.

GLIDEWEAR SKIN PROTECTION 
UNDERWEAR IS SHEAR GENIUS

Kate Matelan says 
GlideWear is awesome, 

but wishes the undies 
worked better with 

her personal 
sense of style.
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ONLI
Onli Ready to Use Hydrophilic Intermittent Catheter
A ready-to-use hydrophilic intermittent catheter designed for 
easy, everyday use. The easy open packaging delivers a mess-
free, hassle-free experience. The catheter provides a balance of 
flexibility and rigidity for ease of insertion. The ergonomic grip-
per on the 16” catheter provides better control. Ready. Simple.

Available from Hollister Incorporated, 800/323-4060 
or www.hollister.com

HEALTH & HYGIENE

NUPRODX multiCHAIR mc6000Tilt
Nuprodx innovative bathroom equipment increases the
 independence of seniors and folks with disabilities. Our 

multiCHAIR series commode/bath/shower chairs and patented 
tub-slider systems increase safety by reducing or eliminating 

risky transfers. Proudly “Made in the USA” in our Livermore, 
California, facility, only Nuprodx can do custom work for hard-

to-fit clients too.

Available from Nuprodx, 707/934-8266
or www.nuprodx.com

GLIDEWEAR 
UNDIES FOR HIM

B Y  B O B  V O G E L

I’m 57 and in my 32nd year as a T10 
complete para. I still do mirror-skin-
checks every evening, and had adopted 

wearing cycling shorts in lieu of tradi-
tional underwear to avoid marks from 
the cotton seams. I’m also acutely aware 
that shear is as great or a greater threat to 
tissue injury than pressure because it can 
cause a deep tissue injury.

The GlideWear shorts at the Tamarack 
booth caught my eye at the International 
Seating Symposium last March and I de-
cided to give them a try. My summary: 
they’re great! They fit well, don’t bunch 
up and a mirror check reveals no seam 
marks. I also like the way the material 
wicks away moisture so they stay dry.  

I noticed the most important aspect of 
GlideWear when I first wore them. When 
I lean from side to side or forward in my 
chair, my butt pivots, although I am still 
secure in my chair. I realized that before 
GlideWear, even by leaning sideways or 

forward to pick something up, I was put-
ting sideways pressure on fragile tissue 
and tiny capillaries, something the shorts 
help reduce. I like the way they fit, like the 
way they perform, and feel more secure 
knowing I have an edge against shear.

GlideWear’s shorts have a 30-day, 

100 percent money-back guarantee and 
a one-year warranty. Available at glide-
wear.com for $54.99-$59.99.

GlideWear looks like yoga shorts and fits 
well under most clothing. 

Given Bob Vogel’s active lifestyle, undies 
that don’t shear are butt-saving. 



Many people wouldn’t expect foot-
wear to be a big concern for people 
who can’t walk, but wheelers know 

— if you don’t move your feet all day, 
you’ve got to make sure that things fit 
just right. Additionally, if you can’t move 
your fingers that well, it can be tricky to 
get your kicks on and off and in the prop-
er place. Finding shoes that fit both these 
bills — fitting right and being easy to use 
— can be difficult. Here are two solutions 
that may spare your feet and your mind.

SHOE SURGERY: STOPPING 
THE SORES
Since my injury 13 years ago, I’ve had 
pressure sores all over my body. Over 
time I’ve learned to avoid most types, but 
recurring sores on my feet were impossi-
ble to figure out. I can’t move my feet, and 
can’t exactly do a pressure release. I could 
never find shoes that didn’t cut off circu-
lation by my left ankle or right Achilles. 
It seemed that every shoe curled in on 
the back and put pressure right where it 
shouldn’t go: where my heel meets my 

calf. No matter which shoes I tried — my 
old skating shoes, some leather Doc Mar-
tens, even some fleece-lined Ugg sneak-
ers — they dug in the back of my heels. 

There was always some broken skin and 
sometimes much more.

It turned out that the solution wasn’t 
another product, but an old-school in-
novation. Instead of returning the Doc 
Martens, I asked the owner of the store 
I bought them from if he knew where I 
could get them adjusted. He pointed me 
toward my local cobbler. If you didn’t 

know, a cobbler is a specialist who helps 
people replace worn-out shoe soles, re-
store leather, and make small modifica-
tions.

The store owner had been working in 
the shoe business for 20 years but said she 
hadn’t dealt with my situation before. To-
gether, we worked to find a solution. At 
first, we tried just stretching the leather 
on both sides — pulling the left ankle out 
sideways, and stretching back the right 
heel — but that didn’t quite do the trick. 
The next step for my shoes was a little bit 
of surgery: cutting away part of the left 
shoe’s outside-ankle area and expand-
ing the right shoe with some brand-new 
leather. I had to leave my Docs at the shoe 
shop for a couple of days, but when I came 
back, things fit perfectly. My attendant 
and I made sure there was enough room 
to avoid pressure, and within a couple of 
weeks my skin had healed up just fine. I 
did the same thing with my other shoes 
and everything has been great ever since.

If you’re having problems finding 
footwear that fits, or if you have shoes 

RELIEVING FOOT PRESSURE 
WITH SHOE FIXES

B Y  A L E X  G H E N I S
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IF YOU’RE HAVING PROB-
LEMS FINDING FOOTWEAR 
THAT FITS, OR IF YOU HAVE 

SHOES YOU LOVE BUT 
DON’T QUITE WORK, A VISIT 
TO YOUR LOCAL COBBLER 

COULD BE A SOLUTION.

Although at first glance these shoes appear to be laced up, they are actually fastened with a zipper that goes along the upper part of the shoe. 



CATHETERS, DRAINAGE BAGS 
& MORE
Get free samples of the latest, innovative catheters from one 
of America’s largest “on hand” inventories. Sample from a large 
selection of intermittent, straight tip, coudé tip, pre-hydrated, 
hydrophilic, antibacterial, closed-system and pocket catheters. 
We carry a full line of urology accessories. Call Liberator Medical 
toll-free at 1-800-247-9397.

Available from Liberator Medical, 800/247-9397
or www.BetterCatheter.com

HEALTH & HYGIENE

RARE PATIENT VOICE
Rare Patient Voice helps patients and caregivers share their 

opinions through market research opportunities. Patients 
and caregivers receive cash rewards for participating and will 

receive a gift card just for signing up! You can sign up here: 
https://www.rarepatientvoice.com/sign-up/

Available from Rare Patient Voice, 443/834-6977
or www.rarepatientvoice.com

"SoftWheels are huge for 
anyone in a wheelchair.  
No one has ever applied 
this to a wheelchair before"
Kimberley Barreda, 
Unlimbited

Get a free 10-day trial:
getsoftwheel.com/trial

by

In-wheel 
suspension 
for softer 
rides that 
helps reduce 
back pain
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FERTICARE/VIBERECT
FDA approved vibrator treats erectile dysfunction and ejaculato-
ry dysfunction in men with such conditions as SCI, brain injuries 
and multiple sclerosis. Sperm motility is 50 percent better than 
with other methods used to harvest sperm. Unisex device helps 
maintain/increase bladder capacity, and reduce urinary tract 
infections, spasticity and episodes of incontinence. It has psycho-
logical benefits associated with sexual function and continence. 

Available from Orion Medicalgroup/Fertility Healthcare, 
714/649-9284 or medicalvibrator.com

LOFRIC ORIGO
LoFric® Origo is the instantly-activated male catheter that makes life 
easier for experienced users and beginners alike. Discreetly packaged 
and foldable, LoFric Origo is easy to carry and use anywhere you hap-
pen to be. Its unique Insertion Grip provides extra control ensuring 
safe and hygienic catheterization.

Available from Wellspect HealthCare, 310/906-3614
or wellspect.us

LIVE ODOR FREE!™ INCONTINENCE
100% odor elimination on contact. Safe for people, kids, and 

pets. 100% green odor technology. No enzymes, no fragrances, 
no essential oils, no harmful chemicals, no lingering smells, 

no return odors. Ideal for bedding, wheelchairs, furniture, and 
walkers. Safe to use on any surface or fabric.

Available from Zavada Scientific, LLC, 214/336-7723
or www.liveodorfree.com

EAT WELL, LIVE WELL WITH SCI
Eat Well, Live Well with SCI and Other Neurological Conditions 

is a practical guide to help individuals with spinal cord injuries 
address secondary health complications in SCI through 

nutrition. It is written by two nutritionists with personal experi-
ence with SCI. For sample chapters go to 

www.eatwelllivewellwithsci.com.

Available from Eat Well, Live Well With SCI, 
www.eatwelllivewellwithsci.com

2 2   N E W  M O B I L I T Y
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you love but don’t quite work, a visit to 
your local cobbler could be the solution.

BILLY FOOTWEAR:  
DESIGNED BY A QUAD, 
FOR EVERYONE
Comfortable shoes are important, but 
it’s no good if you can’t put them on. 
Plenty of people with disabilities don’t 
have the dexterity to tie a shoelace, 
which means having to ask for help. But 
for people who want to do their own 
routine, or just change shoes midday, 
what’s the alternative? Flip-flops? Loaf-
ers? All seem like shoe types that might 
leave something to desire.

Billy Footwear is solving that prob-
lem. Billy Price and Darin Donaldson 
started the company in 2015 and now 
feature a line of fashionable, functional 
shoes that use zippers instead of shoe 
laces. The venture spawned out of Price’s 
experience as a C5-6 quad of 20 years. 
Although he learned plenty of inde-
pendent living skills in rehab, putting 
on shoes was always a problem. “You 
can use alternatives like bigger shoes or 
shoes with smooth tops, but you can see 
something looks different,” he says. “I 
wanted shoes that looked normal.”

Price and Donaldson, who knew 
each other from high school and recon-

nected in a chance encounter in 2012, 
originally teamed up to produce a pair 
of adaptive ski gloves. Donaldson had 
launched Swootz.com, a successful wom-
en’s footwear line, in 2011, and the duo 
had always discussed the idea of building 
shoes. “Darin, being the entrepreneur, 
pushed to think bigger and create a so-
lution that would not just work for me, 
but would also be fashionable enough for 
mainstream,” Price says. They were de-
veloping a prototype and seeking oppor-
tunities when a recruiter from the Oxy-
gen network reality show, Quit Your Day 
Job, who had seen the adaptive gloves, 
got in touch and asked if they would be 
a part of the show. “Our timeline was ac-
celerated by the show — it was a rather 
chaotic time between March and June of 
2015 — but it truly was the catalyst to get 
us moving, regardless of how haphazard 
some of the steps were.” 

The shoes range from sneakers to 
hightops and cover men’s, women’s and 
children’s designs. The zippers them-
selves blend in above the toes, looking 
almost like a line of stitches around the 
front of any other pair of sneakers. Price 

considers them “universal design,” be-
cause they can be worn by people with 
and without disabilities — and many 
nondisabled folks even prefer them to 
shoes with laces. Parents have been espe-
cially receptive, as they are easy for chil-
dren to put on.

So far, the shoes have gotten rave re-
views. After the children’s line expand-
ed to a total of 12 models, Nordstrom 
started carrying the shoes in brick and 
mortar stores at the beginning of August 
this year. The shoes are also available on-
line at www.Nordstrom.com and www.
Zappos.com. Price said Zappos was 
particularly excited, and has showcased 
the shoes in a new department, Zappos 
Adaptive.

“We get great delight from adding 
value to others,” says Price. He sees Billy 
Footwear as helping to dissolve the line 
between adaptive and non-adaptive 
clothing. “Although we can satisfy the 
adaptive market, we are not constrained 
by it. Our customer target is everyone! 
We are all equal. And by design, our 
shoes embody that belief.” 

PEACE OF MIND WHEN  
YOU PUSH YOUR LIMITS
Patented GlideWear technology  
protects skin from the friction and  
shear that cause pressure sores.  
Wear them at the gym. Wear them  
every day.

STAY ACTIVE.
PROTECT YOUR SKIN. 

Get 15% off your first order with coupon code newmobility17 at www.glidewear.com/newmobility

BREATHABLE, COMFORTABLE  
& MACHINE WASHABLE

HIGHER BACK PANEL COVERAGE

CATHETER ACCESS FLAP

30-DAY, 100% MONEY-BACK  
GUARANTEE

Skin Protection Underwear

Rediscovering the local cobbler meant Alex 
Ghenis got to both relieve dangerous pressure 
on his ankle and keep his Doc Martens. 



New TC Stainless Steel Pushrim 
Spinergy is proud to introduce our new Tactical Control Pushrim 
made from a revolutionary new lightweight stainless steel. Offered
in sizes 24” (540), 25” (559), & 26” (590).

info@spinergy.com | spinergy.com

LOOK - Unique clean appearance
WEAR - Stays looking great
FEEL - Non-sticky
             Cool even in hot sun
             Non-burning on down slope / Low friction
GRIP - Embossed texture
HYGIENE - Easy clean surface
GRIP MARKING - Does not transfer to skin
QUALITY - Spinergy design + Testing
  (Two years field test)

The Stainless Steel 
Tactical Control Pushrim 
on the left displays almost 
no signs of wear after over 
two years of everyday use.

These standard aluminum 
pushrims on the right 
display 6 months of 
regular wear.
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CHALLENGE CIRCUIT CH7000
The CH7000 is a multipurpose workout machine with a 
centralized weight stack. This allows the machine to be space 
efficient, without compromising stability. Dozens of exercises 
can be performed using the hi/mid/lo independent pulleys. 
Fully adjustable to any user. Stations include chest press/military 
press, dual-function, lat pull, seated row, and much more.

Available from Apex Designs, 800/851-1122 or  
www.apexeq.com

OUTRIDER ELECTRIC 
ADVENTURE VEHICLES

Our American-made vehicles promote independence, 
efficiency, adventure, and fun! Based on your terrain, you can 

select from one of our three models; Alpha (road), Horizon 
(off-road), or Nomad (hybrid). Each vehicle offers four interface 
options: handcycle, tri-pin for quadriplegic riders, all electric or 

pedal-assist. Rediscover the joy!

Available from Outrider USA, 828/654-7555
or https://outriderusa.com/

WHEELCHAIRS, PARTS & STUFF
Sportaid continues to be the leading provider of durable medical 
equipment. Everything from one provider with the added bonus 
of experienced customer service. Parts, cushions, urologicals, 
tires, and wheels ... all at competitive prices. 
Check out our website at www.sportaid.com

Available from Sportaid, 800/743-7203 or  
www.sportaid.com

There are more ways to stay fit 
than joining a gym, and there 
are more wheelchair sports than 
you probably know. Check out 
this section to find what works 
for you. 

SPORTS & 
FITNESS



SEVEN BUDGET-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS FOR A  HIGH-PERFORMANCE HOME GYM

The best exercises are the ones 
you’re actually going to do, and 
for many that means being able 

to get a workout in without leaving 
home. Fortunately, getting into a 
regular fitness routine as a wheelchair 
user doesn’t have to be complicated or 
expensive. All it takes is a little bit of 
knowledge and a few readily available 
fitness products to set up a home 
gym capable of delivering functional, 
balanced strength and keeping you 
healthy and energized for the long haul. 

This is a representative selection of exercise equipment that can be used by a 
wheelchair user with limited grip strength and balance for a variety of workouts: 

from light range of motion and shoulder stability routines, to muscle-building 
and strength exercises, to high-intensity circuit training and cardio intervals. 
Start with light weights until you have mastered form and figured out how to 
best stabilize yourself. YouTube and SCI-Ex (an adaptive fitness app from the 

Shepherd Center) are great resources for researching both specific exercises and 
how to combine them into workout routines for different goals.

1
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B Y  S E T H  M C B R I D ESEVEN BUDGET-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS FOR A  HIGH-PERFORMANCE HOME GYM
Theraband: A must for a home 
gym. Theraband is light, cheap 

and it comes in a variety of resistances 
($11.65 on Amazon for a combo 
pack). Hang it from a hook and you 
can do lat pulldowns. Tie it around a 
doorknob and you can do a rotator cuff 
maintenance routine. Loop it around 
your back and you can do chest presses. 
Its elasticity also works for upper body 
plyometric workouts. The flat bands 
allow those with limited grip strength 
to wrap the ends around their hands 
and wrists for a secure grip. Theraband 
also sells handles that easily attach to 
both their tubing and flat bands, as well 
as door attachments if you don’t have 
a good wall to put a hook into. Not for 
heavy lifting, but great for warming 
up, Theraband is useful for focusing on 
form and quality with your reps, and for 
high-pace, high-rep cardio intervals. 

Active Hands Gloves: The Active 
Hands company makes a variety 

of gripping aids, but the most bang for 
your buck is the general-purpose model. 
They’re strong enough to support your 
body weight, make dumbbells a lot more 
functional and less dangerous, and can 
even be used for gripping a handcycle 
pedal. The only problem is that it’s 
difficult (though not impossible) to strap 
both hands onto objects at the same time. 
For linear motions with a dumbbell, cable 
handle, over even pullups, a good pair 
of lifting hooks make for a quick, easy 
attachment to lift with both arms at the 
same time. 

Kettle Bell: Kettle bells make a 
good free-weight for chair users 

because they are more stable in your 
hand than a traditional dumb bell. A 
simple 15-pound kettle bell (pictured) 
lets someone with limited grip strength 
do bicep curls, shoulders shrugs, 
overhead presses, and triceps extensions, 
among other exercises, without any 
additional gripping aids. Nice for doing 
circuits where you want to be able to 
transition between exercises quickly. 
Typically available from 5 to 60 pounds, 
a kettle bell in the 10- to 25-pound range 
would be the most versatile for chair 
users with balance issues.

Bowflex SelectTech Dumbbells: 
Bowflex weights let you lift from 5 

to 52.5 pounds at the turn of a dial, taking 
up less space and costing a lot less than 
a similar range of traditional dumbbells. 
With that kind of range, you can do a 
wide variety of exercises, and you don’t 
need to buy heavier weights as you get 
stronger. Many dumbbell exercises can 
be done directly from your chair, or lying 
down on a mat or a bed, depending on 
your strength and stability. SelectTech 
dumbbells are available from Bowflex for 
$299 a set, and an additional $139 for the 
stand pictured here. 

Wrist weights: A good pair of 
adjustable wrist weights allows 

you to do almost any lifting movement. 
These, from All-Pro, are technically 
sold as ankle weights, but close tight 
enough to use on the wrists ($35 each on 
Amazon). They are adjustable from 2.5 to 
10 pounds each, with a padded, durable 
construction, and strong, easy to use 
Velcro closure. You can’t lift heavy, but 
they are great for doing circuit training 
and getting your heart rate up. Double 
bonus: They also make a good pair of 
wheel blocks if you don’t have brakes.

Lighter wrist weights:  A pair 
of 1- to 2.5-pound wrist weights 

($26 on Amazon) is good for shoulder 
exercises as well as bending over your lap 
and mimicking your push stroke. When 
done in timed intervals, this can provide 
a good high-intensity cardio workout that 
engages the muscles that get neglected 
when you’re actually pushing. 

Medicine Balls: From a sitting 
position, medicine balls make for 

a great addition to a functional strength 
circuit: Bounce them on the floor, throw 
them against a wall from different angles, 
even squeeze them for static strength 
building. From a prone position, you can 
do chest passes or overhead throws, as 
well as range of motion exercises to build 
functional flexibility. Pictured here are 4, 
8, and 12 pounds ($20 to $40+ each on 
Amazon, depending on weight).

1
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JUNE 2015  $4newmobility.com

life beyond wheels

Overcoming Depression    Martial Arts    Exec Darren Brehm

The Crisis in Home Care
Will Assistance 

Disappear?

FOR ACTIVE 
WHEELCHAIR 
USERS
Perfect for wheelchair 
users on the go, NM’s 
bimonthly newsletter 
brings product news, pro 
tips and great trending 
content right to your 
email inbox. Whether you 
read it on your phone, 
tablet or computer, it’s 
formatted for quick, easy 
delivery of information 
that keeps you active, 
healthy and in-the-know.

NEW MOBILITY 
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
newmobility.com/newsletter-subscribe
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life beyond wheels

The Paralympics:
Highs and

Heartbreak  
in Rio

Parenting, Year One    Gulf Coast Jewel    Aging with Siblings

“BEST NEWSLETTER YET!”
— NM READER
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life beyond wheels

Back to School    A Very Personal Letter    Sommelier on Wheels   

A Day in the Life
Four Wheelers on  

What It Takes
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life beyond wheels

Diving in Cozumel    Equipment Repair    Media Inclusion   

Sex, Wheels & Relationships:

Women’s Pleasure

Christine & Jerrod:
Living with Passion
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life beyond wheels

Adaptive Crossfit    Mendocino Access    Neuropathic Pain    

Adaptive
Fashion Hits 
the Runway
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GO-ANYWHERE Chairs
“When Ya Gotta Go, We Go With Ya!”

Custom wheeled travel case 
available.“For home AND on-the-road; When ya Gotta Go, It'll Go  With Ya!"

VA contract 
V797D-30180

• Safe, Practical, Convenient, 
 Portable

• Won’t rust, easy to clean.

• Simple to 
 assemble; 
 no tools 
 required.

• Numerous 
 optional 
 accessories

www.GoesAnywhere.com | Sales@GoesAnywhere.com | 800-359-4021

The Safe,  Pract ical  

and Conven ient  way to  

t rave l  wherever  and  

whenever  you  want .  

 
No more worr ies about  

having  accessible  

fac i l i t ies.  

 
 Different models to meet 

specific needs! 

 Simple to assemble; no 

tools required. 

 Safe and easy to use. 

 Seat and footrest heights 

are adjustable. 

 Casters have “total-lock” 

brakes. 

 Lightweight and durable, 

high-quality aircraft-grade 

aluminum. 

 Compact, convenient, and 

PORTABLE! 

 Won’t Rust or corrode; 

easy to clean. 

 Virtually maintenance-

free. 

 Cushions are available in 

(3) colors and remove 

easily for cleaning. 

 Optional accessories 

include: wheeled custom 

travel bag, positioning 

belts, slide-out commode 

tray, 2-way adjustable 

headrest, and upgraded 

cushions! 

“GO-ANYWHERE” Chairs 

www.goesanywhere.com   Sales@goesanywhere.com    800-359-4021 

 
For home AND on-the-road; When ya Gotta Go, We Go With Ya!” 

Different models
 to meet 

specific needs!

Come See 
Our New 

Ultralight 
“Sport” 
Model!

The Safe,  Pract ical  

and Conven ient  way to  

t rave l  wherever  and  

whenever  you  want .  

 
No more worr ies about  

having  accessible  

fac i l i t ies.  
 

 Different models to meet 

specific needs! 

 Simple to assemble; no 

tools required. 

 Safe and easy to use. 

 Seat and footrest heights 

are adjustable. 

 Casters have “total-lock” 

brakes. 
 Lightweight and durable, 

high-quality aircraft-grade 

aluminum. 
 Compact, convenient, and 

PORTABLE! 

 Won’t Rust or corrode; 

easy to clean. 

 Virtually maintenance-

free.  Cushions are available in 

(3) colors and remove 

easily for cleaning. 

 Optional accessories 

include: wheeled custom 

travel bag, positioning 

belts, slide-out commode 

tray, 2-way adjustable 

headrest, and upgraded 

cushions! 

“GO-ANYWHERE” Chairs 

www.goesanywhere.com   Sales@goesanywhere.com    800-359-4021 

 

For home AND on-the-road; When ya Gotta Go, We Go With Ya!” 

For Home AND On-The-Road 
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Damon Boiser became internet fa-
mous in 2012 as, unofficially, the first 
wheelchair user to land in his wheel-

chair after tandem jumping from a plane. 
Boiser, a 41-year-old C6 quad, recently 
took a love of skydiving to a new venue: 
indoors. On one of his mainland trips, 
the Hawaii native gave indoor skydiving 
a try at iFLY Seattle. The experience did 
not disappoint. “It gives you the chance 
to float, like in a skydiving free fall, but 
for much longer,” this skydive connois-
seur says. At iFLY Seattle, he was able to 
do awesome stunts. “We did a high fly for 
their first time ever. That’s where you fly 
to the top of the tunnel and down.”

The first indoor skydiving wind tun-
nel — the Levitationarium — was built in 
1978 in Montreal, Canada. Since then sev-
eral other indoor skydive facilities have 
been built, including The Vegas Indoor 
Skydiving tunnel in 1982, and Skyventure 
Orlando in 1999. Skyventure changed its 
name to iFLY in 2005 and has expanded 

to 27 locations in the United States.
Josh Basile, a C4-5 quad and founder 

of Determined2Heal, a nonprofit that 
offers adaptive adventures to people 

with spinal cord injuries, heard about it 
through a friend who also has an SCI and 
went indoor skydiving for the first time 
in May 2016. “Indoor skydiving sounded 

B Y  T I F F I N Y  C A R L S O N

ADAPTIVE INDOOR SKYDIVING – 
THE SAFER ADRENALINE OPTION

OUTDOOR SKYDIVING
Despite indoor skydiving’s surge in popularity, traditional skydiving re-
mains a favorite among wheelchair users. 

Joe Dailey, a 52-year-old C5-6 quad from Minnesota, made his first jump 
in 2014 in California with Skydive Perris. "Anytime I can do something with-
out my chair, it gives me a sense of freedom and a sense of normalcy. I was 
no different than any other diver who jumped that day."

Dale Elliott, a 41-year-old T10 paraplegic, is the first person with paraly-
sis to become licensed to skydive solo in Australia. He has jumped hun-
dreds of times. "I even made a pair of pants with D30 foam in the butt area, 
which allows me to prevent injury when I land."

Amber Ryan Marcy, a 36-year-old C6-7 quad from Michigan, has jumped 
10 times. "I loved skydiving so much that when I was Ms. Wheelchair Michi-
gan in 2009, I had an event that helped offset the costs for people with 
disabilities to skydive."

Indoor skydiving is like experiencing a 
very long freefall, says Damon Boiser. 



IMPROVING THE
qualITY OF lIFE

IN INDIVIDualS

ROBOTIC aRMS

kinovarobotics.com

         1 877 679-0411

Consult your healthcare professional to learn 
how our JaCO2 robotic arm can help you.

JaCO2 robotic arms restore freedom of movement to 
people living with upper body mobility impairment. 
They allow these individuals to accomplish many ADL 
“activities of daily living” promoting self-reliance and 
independence.

•	Eating	and	drinking
•	Personal	hygiene
•	Medication	management
•	Leisure
•	Active	living
•	Work	and	school
•	Barriers
•	Personal	safety

•	Easy	to	install
•	Easy	to	use
•	Compact
•	Discreet
•	Energy	efficient
•	Lightweight
•	Strong
•	Versatile

Apogee Essentials 
Intermittent Catheters

The Hollister logo and Apogee Essentials  
are trademarks of Hollister Incorporated.  
© 2017 Hollister Incorporated. 

Depend on quality, comfort and 
value from a name you trust: 
Hollister Incorporated.

Available in  
non-lubricated and 

 lubricated hydrophilic 
coated catheters.

For a free sample, visit  
hollister.com/apogeeessentials 

or call 888.740.8999
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crazy adventurous but at the same time 
very doable and safe,” he says. 

Basile, who has always been a thrill-
seeker, did have a brief moment of fear 
before his first flight. “When you first 
are turned on to your stomach while in 
the air and you are looking down, you 
feel like you’re going to fall face first, but 
you don’t.” Thankfully, he says, the iFLY 
team are pros. “Certain skilled instruc-
tors use a particular technique to hold 
onto the skydiving suit material of the 
participant’s arm to help minimize the 
wind force.” Boiser also loved the staff at 
iFLY Seattle, but he admits there was one 
drawback. “The free-fall moves you can 
do in the tunnel have to be exact, so you 
don’t hit the wall. In skydiving, you have 

the whole wide sky to turn in.” 
In 2016, iFLY hosted its first All Abili-

ties Night at iFLY Portland after an em-
ployee who had a child with a disability 
suggested the idea. The event sold out in 
24 hours, and later that year Determined-
2Heal hosted its very own East Coast All 
Abilities Night. CBS covered the event, 
spreading the word to over one million 
homes. The success of the segment, titled 
“Leaving wheelchairs behind to take 
flight,” led iFLY to expand the event to 
iFLY tunnels across the country.

All Abilities Night offers discounted 
flights to people with disabilities. Flights 
are reduced from $69 to $39. This price 
includes two flights, plus the cost for all 
of the gear — suit, helmet and goggles. 

If you need assistance getting dressed, 
make sure to bring someone. iFLY does 
have staff on-hand to assist holding par-
ticipants during flights and getting peo-
ple in and out of the chamber safely. 

“It is such an incredible perspective 
change,” says Basile. “I’m always facing 
forward while I’m driving around in 
my power wheelchair. With indoor sky-
diving, I’m facing down and seeing the 
world from a new vantage point.” 

If you live near Washington, D.C., or 
plan on being in the area, you can sign 
up to fly by emailing Determined2Heal@
gmail.com. If you live anywhere else in 
the country, go to www.iflyworld.com/
find-a-tunnel.
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VITAGLIDE
VitaGlide offers you a straightforward solution to build upper 

body muscles and core strength. Designed to address shoulder 
impingement and repetitive motion issues, the VitaGlide also 

provides a robust seated cardio workout. Tested at a SCI facility, 
the VitaGlide received an enthusiastic thumbs up!

Available from VitaGlide, LLC, 305/514-0514
or www.vitaglide.com

FITNESS & SPORTS

New Mobility (USPS 1086-4741) is published by 

United Spinal Association, 120-34 Queens Boulevard, 

Suite 320, Kew Gardens, NY 11415. Number of issues 

published annually:  12.  The General business offices 

of the Publisher are located at United Spinal Associa-

tion, 120-34 Queens Boulevard, Suite 320, Kew Gar-

dens, NY 11415. Annual subscription price is $27.95. 

The names and addresses of the Editor and Managing 

Editor are:  Tim Gilmer, Editor; Josie Byzek, Manag-

ing Editor:  United Spinal Association, 120-34 Queens 

Boulevard, Suite 320, Kew Gardens, NY 11415.  Extent 

and Nature of Circulation:  “Average” figures denote 

the average number of copies printed each issue dur-

ing preceding 12 months. “Actual” figures denote the 

number of copies of the single issue published nearest 

to filing date.  Total number of copies printed:  aver-

age 20,453; actual 22,607. Total paid and/or requested 

distribution:  average 13,336; actual 14,281.  Total non-

requested distribution: average 7,117; actual 8,326. To-

tal distribution:  average 20,453; actual 22,607. Copies 

not distributed:  average 0; actual 0.

RIDEBOUNDLESS
ADAPTIVE ELECTRIC VEHICLES

OFF-ROAD | ALL-TERRAIN | ROAD
QUAD & PARA-READY OUTRIDERUSA.COM



Learn more at StealthProducts.com

LEARNING TO DRIVE a wheelchair is 
child’s play with i-Drive® 4.0 and the  
fun LOONZ video game. Play on!
i-Drive Loonz © 2017 Trident Research LLC

PEARCE SMITHSON 
i-Drive® 4.0 User

Stealth_iPlay_Ad.indd   1 9/26/17   7:14 AM
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ACTION TRACKCHAIR
The Action Trackchair and Action Trackstander are electrically 
powered all-terrain wheelchairs that will vastly improve your 
independence and accessibility. Get out and enjoy the great 

outdoors, hunting, fishing, camping and exploring. 
Action Manufacturing has a dealer distribution network 

throughout the US as well as Canada, Japan, Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, Australia, Spain and the Netherlands. 

Available from Action Manufacturing, 507/532-5940; 
or actiontrackchair.com

EASYSTAND
EasyStand® is the original pioneer of three new types of standing tech-
nology including sit-to-stand, supine-to-prone and active standing. 
We offer unique standing technology in the Evolv with sit-to-stand, the 
Zing with supine-to-prone all in one motion and the Glider with active 
standing technology.

Available from Altimate Medical, Inc., 800/342-8968
or easystand.com

ALLTRACK SERIES
The most recent Alltrack Series offers outstanding quality and 

balanced performance throughout its range, but benefits from 
some lighter components and a sleeker look. The uniqueness 
of its design incorporates higher-grade components with the 

purpose of lowering overall service costs. Amysystems recently 
acquired a homecare company called Continent Globe. 

Details to come. 

Available from Amysystems, 888/453-0311; 
or www.amysystems.com

Wheelchairs and seating tech-
nology have come a long way. 
Make sure you are in the know 
about the latest innovations and 
technology to ensure you get the 
best ride possible.

MOBILITY & 
SEATING



SOFTECH CUSHION SYSTEM
SofTech is a completely automatic pressure ulcer treatment 
cushion that alternates up to 60 times per hour. Custom made, 
able to offload full time under an existing ulcer. Self-contained 
with all components located inside the cushion base. No sepa-
rate controller. Any shape, any size, and no weight limit.

Available from Aquila Corporation, 866/782-9658 or  
www.aquilacorp.com

MOBILITY & SEATING

PATIENT LIFT SYSTEM
Equipment includes a full range of floor model and ceiling 

mounted lifts that are available in a variety of configurations 
(multiple function and air tube or electric models, for example) 

and slings to meet the individual’s needs. Additional equipment 
include privacy curtains for an institutional setting.

Available from Barrier Free Lifts, Inc., 800/582-8732; 
or www.barrierfreelifts.com

WHEELABLE
WheelAble folding commode chair is a solution for everyday hygiene 
obstacles, narrow doorways or toilet stalls. The slim WheelAble profile 
fits over standard toilets and rolls into narrow shower stalls. Mainte-
nance-free plastic frame is easily opened or folded with one hand to 
pack away in its wheeled travel bag.

Available from Clarke Health Care Products, 888/347-4537
or www.clarkehealthcare.com

MONSTER BAG
The Monster Bag is the most useful bag on the market. With a 

simple and secure strapping system, 1.65 cubic feet of storage 
space and zippered top, safely carry anything from groceries to 

laundry. Find a local dealer at www.diestco.com to order. 

Available from Diestco Mfg. Corp., 800/795-2392; 
or www.diestco.com
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SUITCASE® SINGLEFOLD GF RAMP
This ultra-lightweight ramp is exceptionally strong, thanks to its 
unique material composition of glass-reinforced graphite fiber. 
The ramp features a singlefold design and is the ideal choice for 
active users and caregivers. Additional features include a full-length 
folding joint for added strength and a slip-resistant coating for 
excellent traction.

Available from EZ-ACCESS, 800/451-1903
or www.ezaccess.com

SKIN PROTECTION UNDERWEAR
Stay active. Protect your skin. Patented GlideWear fabric technol-
ogy protects skin from the friction and shear that cause pressure 

sores. Wear them at the gym. Wear them every day. GlideWear 
Underwear are breathable, comfortable, and machine washable. 

Catheter access and high back panel for greater coverage. 30-day, 
100% money-back guarantee. 

Available from GlideWear by Tamarack Habilitation Technologies, 
763/795-0057; or www.glidewear.com

MOBILITY & SEATING

DARIOS digital
accelerator 
ring and main 
hand brake

- Lifetime 
  warranty
- Free at home 
  pick-up and 
  delivery and 
  free at home  
  service
- DARIOS is
   VA accepted.

How safe are your 
hand controls?
- can you steer with both hands?
- can you tilt your steering wheel?
- is your knee airbag functional?
- is your knee space free of rods?

With DARIOS, all answers are YES!

kempf-usa.com 
1-888-453-6738 

     
Join our growing Facebook 
community to share SCI/D 

resources, tips and 
encouragement. You’ll 

also learn about upcoming 
stories and how you
 can contribute your 

experience to the publication!
www.facebook.com/newmobility

life beyond wheels
a publication of United Spinal Association

Like Us 
on Facebook! 



WHEELCHAIR DOCKING SYSTEM
GET YOUR BRACKET AND GO.

Features you won’t find in any other bracket:

HUNDREDS OF MANUFACTURERS.  
THOUSANDS OF MODELS.
ONE LIST.

Along with a complete lineup of brackets for today’s 
most popular chairs, the QLK-150 is the only docking 
system to feature a range of EXCLUSIVE BRACKETS 
for chairs that can ONLY be secured with the QLK-150. 

Pre-Drilled Options 
Quick and easy installation for 
the WHILL Model M

Extra Ground Clearance
New center locking nut provides 
more room to maneuver
 

Find YOUR Bracket with our interactive bracket list at: qstraint.com/brackets

INTRODUCING ANOTHER

QLK-150 BRACKET EXCLUSIVE!
WHILL POWER CHAIRS

Fully Crash Tested
With complete test reports 
available

Lightweight Design
Won’t interfere with chair 
controls or functions

Strength & Longevity
More durable powder coat 
finish and Grade 8 hardware

Service You Can Trust
Backed by the unmatched 
technical support of 
Q’STRAINT



Iwas skeptical of SoftWheel’s Acrobat 
wheels when I first saw them. Suspen-
sion built into a wheel? It seemed like a 

gimmicky sort of idea, something that’s 
good for marketing copy, but unlikely to 
function well in the real world. 

Admittedly, part of my skepticism was 
due to my own ignorance. How does that 
even work? I thought. Does the rim flex? 
Seems like that would be pretty sloppy for 
pushing. It took me until I actually pulled 
a demo pair of Acrobats out of the box to 
realize how they work: Aah, the hub flex-
es within the rim. That makes a lot more 
sense. I felt pretty dumb, but also a little 
excited to try them.

I’ve been thinking about getting a sus-
pension chair ever since I spent the bet-
ter part of a year in Latin America, where 
sidewalks are full of gaps, cracks, and 
bumps, and I spent a lot of time dropping 
off curbs. All that jarring put my low back 
in a state of continual dull ache. I began 
to regret not bringing a chair with sus-
pension. But suspension adds weight to 
a chair, and chairs with it are typically 
bulky in the wrong places when you pull 
your frame in and out of your car on a 
regular basis. South America is one 
thing, but given the drawbacks, suspen-
sion seemed unnecessary for the States.

Recently, my wife and I bought a 
house in a neighborhood with a distinct 
lack of curb cuts and numerous uneven 
sidewalks. I take my dog and 6-month-
old son for a lot of walks and there are 
plenty of days that my back would appre-
ciate a softer ride. 

The first thing I noticed when I pulled 
the wheels out of the box isn’t necessarily 
a positive: they’re heavy. At 4.8 pounds 
for the aluminum version, they’re almost 
three times the weight of a Spinergy Spox 
wheel. SoftWheel, however, claims that 
their wheels are actually more efficient 
to push than a regular wheelchair wheel. 
They even have graphs to prove it. 

I can’t vouch for the accuracy of the 
graphs, but in my testing, the force re-
quired to push my everyday chair with 
the Acrobats on both flats and hills felt 
very similar to pushing with Spinergy’s. 

Considering they have three shock ab-
sorbers built into each wheel, that’s a 
pretty impressive feat of engineering. 

The weight is more noticeable when 
I break my chair down to put it in my 
car. But even though they’re heavier 
than my regular wheels, it’s not like lift-
ing 5 pounds into my car is a strain, and 
it’s definitely less of a pain than lifting a 
frame with suspension built into it.

The folks at SoftWheel told me the 
wheels would take a few days to break 
in, but I actually noticed the suspen-
sion as soon as I took them for a roll and 
dropped off a curb. It was a whole lot less 
jarring than it normally is. For the first 
few days, I only noticed the suspension 
for curb-sized drops or hitting larger 
bumps at speed. 

As the wheels broke in, the ride did 
become noticeably softer. All the bumps, 
cracks and drops on my daily pushing 
routes were noticeably smoothed. All in 
all, the wheels performed exactly as I’d 
hoped. By switching wheels, my chair felt 
like it had built in suspension. When the 

time came to wrap up the demo, I didn’t 
want to take them off and send them back.

Which brings us to price. You can get 
a pair of base model Acrobats from Nu-
motion for $1,800. That’s a lot of money 
for a set of wheels, especially considering 
you can get pair of Topolino carbon fiber 
wheels that weigh 1.3 pounds per wheel 
for just under $1,000. Whether or not 
Acrobats are worth $1,800 is situational. 
If you spend a lot of time wheeling over 
rough ground, or if you have significant 
pain issues that a softer ride would bene-
fit, they’re certainly cheaper than buying 
a wheelchair with built-in suspension. 
And they offer the same benefits with less 
downsides than a suspension frame.

NuMotion offers a free 10-day demo 
of Acrobats. If you’re thinking about up-
grading to a softer ride, they’re definitely 
worth a test. The general public can pur-
chase SoftWheels directly from NuMo-
tion, 877/876-5332; www.shopnumotion.
com, and veterans are invited to purchase 
them from Ki Mobility, 715/254.0991; 
www.kimobility.com. 

SOFTWHEEL ACROBAT: A SOFTER RIDE
B Y  S E T H  M C B R I D E

McBride noticed a much 
smoother ride after a 

couple of days of breaking 
in the suspension on the 

Acrobat wheels.

WHEELCHAIR DOCKING SYSTEM
GET YOUR BRACKET AND GO.

Features you won’t find in any other bracket:

HUNDREDS OF MANUFACTURERS.  
THOUSANDS OF MODELS.
ONE LIST.

Along with a complete lineup of brackets for today’s 
most popular chairs, the QLK-150 is the only docking 
system to feature a range of EXCLUSIVE BRACKETS 
for chairs that can ONLY be secured with the QLK-150. 

Pre-Drilled Options 
Quick and easy installation for 
the WHILL Model M

Extra Ground Clearance
New center locking nut provides 
more room to maneuver
 

Find YOUR Bracket with our interactive bracket list at: qstraint.com/brackets

INTRODUCING ANOTHER

QLK-150 BRACKET EXCLUSIVE!
WHILL POWER CHAIRS

Fully Crash Tested
With complete test reports 
available

Lightweight Design
Won’t interfere with chair 
controls or functions

Strength & Longevity
More durable powder coat 
finish and Grade 8 hardware

Service You Can Trust
Backed by the unmatched 
technical support of 
Q’STRAINT
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KÜSCHALL K-SERIES ATTRACT
Versatile and configurable to suit a wide range of personal 
requirements, the küschall K-Series attract is for users who demand 
effortless mobility combined with great style. Includes: standard 
aluminum tapered front frame, camber bar, foot tube, and composite 
clothes guards.

Available from Invacare Corporation, 800/333-6900
or www.kuschallusa.com

MOBILITY & SEATING

SMARTDRIVE MX2+
The new SmartDrive MX2 +  now with the PushTracker wristband 
makes the already award-winning wheelchair power assist even 

better - it will truly change your life. It can power you up steep 
hills and through thick carpet. It’s intuitive to use and will go for 

miles on a single charge. Turn on, get out there and rediscover 
your independence! 

Available from Max Mobility,
 800/637-2980; or www.max-mobility.com

MK GEL BATTERIES
The MK Gel Battery - used by every major wheelchair manufacturer in 
their premium power wheelchairs. Quality! Durability! Reliability! The 
best use the best! Over 30 years supporting your local provider with 
quality gel batteries and technical support. Don’t settle for imitations. 
Demand genuine MK Gel batteries for your equipment.

Available from MK Battery, 714/937-1033
or www.mkbattery.com

PROTECTING ACCESS TO COMPLEX 
REHAB TECHNOLOGY

NCART’s mission is to ensure that federal and state coverage and 
reimbursement policies allow individuals to appropriate access 

to individually configured products and services — Complex 
Rehab Technology. NCART works with consumers, clinicians, and 

physicians to establish and protect appropriate coverage, cod-
ing, supplier standards, and funding policies. Discover how you 

can help: www.ncart.us 

Available from National Coalition for Assistive and Rehab Technology, 
716/839-9728 or www.ncart.us
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Studies have shown that manual 
wheelchair users push an average 
of 2,000 to 3,000 times a day. That 

takes a toll on the upper extremities, 
especially hands and wrists. The good 
news is there are a variety of pushrim 
options that offer superior propulsion 
through ergonomic design, increasing 
pushing power and reducing the stress 
on hands and wrists. In addition, these 
pushrims help keep your hands clean by 
eliminating the need for “tire grabbing” 
while pushing. Here is a list of some 
pushrim options.

GEKKO BY CARBOLIFE
CarboLife offers a variety of pushrims 
to accommodate different hand sizes 
as well as coated handrims for limited 
hand function. CarboLife handrims are 
shaped like a rounded upside-down tri-
angle. Of note are the GEKKO handrims 
that feature a strong replaceable rubber 
strip integrated into the profile of the 
top of the rim. This enables easy traction 
for pushing and at the same time, the 
smooth sides provide no-burn braking 
on hills. Also, CarboLife rims are fully 
sealed. The average pushrim has one or 
more small holes drilled into the rim to 
vent expanding heat that occurs during 
manufacturing, and they are also an ag-
gravation for the user because they let in 
sand and water, which not only makes an 
aggravating noise, but messes up floors 
and carpets when the goop drips out. 

Jim Munson, 50, in his 33rd year as a 
T10 complete para, is a rehab sales spe-
cialist for Invacare who recently started 

using GEKKO handrims. “In the first 
week of using GEKKOs, I noticed a sig-
nificant decrease in my hand and thumb 
pain,” says Munson, from Brighton, 
Michigan. “I attribute this to the wider 
profile and rubber traction strip that 
gives plenty of torque going up ramps 
and hills and eliminates having to grab 
my tires, which also keeps my hands 
clean. The sides give me a large efficient 
braking surface going downhill with no 
heat buildup. And it’s great not having 
drill holes — no more getting sand or 
water in the rims or the annoying rat-
tling slushing that goes with it.”

Available through CarboLife and on 
select models of Kuschall USA wheel-
chairs, suggested retail is $462 per pair. 

RIBGRIPS
RibGrips have set a new standard for 
pushrims for wheelers with limited hand 
function. Brandon Handle, co-founder 
of RibGrips, in his 20th year as a C5-6 
quad, explains that three people worked 
for five years to perfect the design. The 
key is coating the rim with ergonomic 
ribs, which are soft discs made of a latex-
free rubber/plastic blend that offers supe-
rior grip for pushing and stopping, even 
when wet. They are available in four col-
ors — blue, red, pink and black.

Chris Cook, 55, in his 37th year as a 
C6 quad, has been using RibGrips for a 
little over a year. “I don’t have full hand 
grip, so I always used to wear gloves to 
push plastic coated handrims,” says 
Cook, from Walnut Creek, California. 
“RibGrips have such great traction that 

I no longer need gloves to push. They 
are also great at slowing and stopping 
when using a series of quick on/off ‘tap 
tap tap’ motions — something that is a 
bit of a learning curve. They have such 
great traction I can push straight up my 
driveway — which is about the same an-
gle as an ADA ramp. With my old rims, 
I would have to traverse back and forth 
to make it.”

Suggested retail is $259.99 per pair.

SPINERGY TC STAINLESS 
STEEL HANDRIM
TC stands for Tactical Control. TC push-
rims are made from lightweight stainless 
steel with an embossed texture for better 
grip when pushing. Spinergy claims that 
the TC stainless steel is extremely tough 
and scratch resistant and doesn’t burn 
when going down hills. The surface is 
also easy to clean and doesn’t mark your 
skin like aluminum rims do when the 
anodizing starts to wear. And Spinergy 
now plugs the small vent holes in their 
rims.

Spinergy sales manager Ryan Baker, 
45, is in his 26th year as a T6 para and 
has been using TC handrims for the past 
two and a half years. “The rims have a 
knurled texture that gives better push-
ing traction so you don’t have to grab the 
handrim and the tire,” says Baker, from 
Carlsbad, California. “Also, they gener-
ate almost zero friction heat when slow-
ing, going downhill. After two and a half 
years of hard use, they still look good as 
new, with none of the typical scratches, 
scarring and burrs that I got with alu-

PUSHRIM OPTIONS 
FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE 

B Y  B O B  V O G E L

CarboLife Gekko RibGrips Spinergy TC
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NRRTS
NRRTS Registrants are dedicated to the field of assistive technology 
and service delivery. A NRRTS professional possesses the experience 
and knowledge to work with the clinician and client to determine the 
most appropriate enabling technology for people with disabilities. The 
NRRTS website lists each Registrant by state.

Available from National Registry of Rehab Technology Suppliers, 
800/976-7787; or www.nrrts.org

MOBILITY & SEATING

EXPERTS IN MOBILITY SOLUTIONS
Numotion is the leading provider of complex rehab technology 
(CRT) in the U.S. That means we’re helping thousands of people 

with individually configured, medically necessary mobility 
products and services. From custom manual and powered 

wheelchairs to disposable medical supplies, we are helping 
more people live more freely.

Available from Numotion, 800/500-9150
or www.numotion.com

QUOKKA WHEELCHAIR BAGS
Quokka Bags have a functional “lock in place system” that attaches 
to frame tubing with a quick fix locking bracket. Available in 4 sizes 
with thumb loops included. Black exterior with high visibility orange 
interiors.

Available from Pacific Rehab Inc, 480/213-8984; 
or www.pacificrehabinc.com 

M5 CORPUS
Want to navigate the downtown scene or explore the road less 

traveled? Wherever you’re looking to go, the Permobil M5 is built 
for your lifestyle. By fusing sleek design, unparalleled power 

and the FlexLink Pro dynamic suspension, each M5 delivers an 
outstanding level of performance and ride comfort. Perfect for 

every adventure! 

Available from Permobil,
800/736-0925; or www.permobilus.com



minum pushrims. And they don’t leave 
black marks on my hands the way alu-
minum rims do when the anodizing 
starts to wear.” 

Suggested retail is $399 per pair.

SPINERGY FLEXRIM 
The FlexRim uses a urethane material, 
rather than metal tabs, to secure the 
pushrim to the rim, and the urethane 
material provides extra traction for 
pushing. The material also flexes, en-
abling the chair to compress an extra 
inch or so when squeezing through tight 
doorways.

Nick LiBassi, 46, in his 21st year as a 
T10 para, has been using FlexRims for 
four years. “They make pushing more 
efficient because of the traction you get 
on the flex strip,” says LiBassi, from Ro-
chelle Park, New Jersey. “And even in 
wet weather the flex strip provides a sol-
id grip. I used traditional pushrims for 
16-17 years and I believe that it caused 
carpel tunnel and tennis elbow to the 
point where I was considering surgical 
intervention. When I talked with anoth-
er wheelchair user about FlexRims, I de-

cided to give them a try. Within three or 
four weeks of using the FlexRims, I no-
ticed a reduction in pain — both in my 
wrists and elbows. Today, I can say that 
I have virtually no problem with either 
carpel tunnel or tennis elbow.”

Suggested retail is $1,270 per pair.

SURGE BY OUT-FRONT 
The Surge is an oval shaped handrim 
that comes in two sizes and features a 
Gription Strip, a rubber strip that goes 
around the top surface of the handrim. 
The Gription Strip provides easy grip 
when going uphill, and the smooth oval 
side surface provides no-burn braking 
and control when descending hills.

Thea Rosa, 50, in her 13th year as T12 
incomplete para, has been using Surge 
pushrims for a year. “I love the feel, it is 
more natural in your hand. The soft gel-
like grip on top of the wheel provides 
better grip for pushing,” says Rosa, from 
Sacramento, Calif. “And I have more 
control over the wheels for slowing down 
and stopping on hills.”

Suggested retail is $315 per pair. 

RESOURCES
• CarboLife, www.carbolife.de/en/ 
products/handrims 
• Kuschall, www.kuschallusa.com
• RibGrips, www.ribgrips.com
• Spinergy, www.spinergy.com/ 
content/wheelchair
• Surge by Out-Front, www.out-front.
com/surge_overview.php
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1-800-247-9397
www.FreeCatheterSamples.com

*Conditions apply. Samples have nominal value.
BMD/DMES/0717/0371

Are you really
using the BEST

catheter for you?

Call For Your 
FREE Sample Pack:
1-800-247-9397

  100% silicone or latex
  available
  Hydrocolloid adhesive     
  option wicks away  
  moisture from skin

..  Extra long, 25 inch length 
  May eliminate the need to  
  transfer or use additional
  extension tubing                                   
  Compact packaging, resulting   
  in ease of portability

.

. 

Pocket Catheter XL

Condom / External

Sample 
from these 

and many other 
types of catheters 

to find the best 
solution for you!

.
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QUANTUM 4FRONT
The 4Front by Quantum features automotive-grade suspension, 
absorbing bumps and jarring on rough terrain for increased user com-
fort. Advanced drive tracking provides predictable handling at high 
speed, and Group-34 batteries allow up to a 16-mile range. Safe seat 
elevation provides up to 12” of lift while driving at 3.2 mph.

Available from QUANTUM REHAB, 866/800-2002; 
or www.quantumrehab.com

MOBILITY & SEATING

PUNKINPIE
Unique, pie-shaped bags carry your valuables while highly 

reflective fabric helps keep you safe on streets and sidewalks! 
Each PunkinPie has room for a cellphone or wallet, catheters, an 

inhaler, EpiPens or pens and pencils. Use singly or in combina-
tions to show your style. Manufactured in the USA in an inclusive 

and adaptive workplace. 

Available from PunkinFutz,
347/577-9977; or punkinfutz.com

MOBILITY & SEATING
We are committed to serving the lifelong needs of our clients with 
award winning customer service, and providing the most cost 
effective and appropriate mobility solutions. Owned and operated 
by an assistive technology professional who takes a personal interest 
in your mobility needs. Proudly serving Midwest Missouri and 
surrounding area since 1999. Based in St. Joseph, MO.

Available from Randolph Seating and Mobility, 877/637-9988; 
or www.randolphmedical.com

SAND HELPER
Sand Helper LLC is a new business specializing in building and 

renting electric powered beach wheelchairs. These wheelchairs 
are 4WD with large sand tires. Currently available in Maryland, 

Sand Helper LLC is planning to expand availability in 2018.

Available from Sand Helper LLC,
443/745-1788; or www.sandhelper.com
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WHEELCHAIR ADD-ONS 
TO MAKE COMMUTING EASIER 

B Y  S E T H  M C B R I D E

I like my car. I love road trips, and my life 
as a wheelchair user would be a whole 
lot less convenient if I wasn’t able to 

drive. But I also live in a city, Portland, 
Oregon, where the car is quickly falling 
down the pecking order of convenient 
modes of transport. 

There are countless occasions in my 
everyday life where it would be much 
simpler, and more enjoyable, to not have 
to get in my car. Parking is a pain in any 
neighborhood I might actually want to 
visit, narrow streets make for stressful 
driving, and sunny days are for soaking 
up some vitamin D. 

I have relatively strong arms for a C7 
quad, but Portland has hills. Most times 
I want getting from point A to B to be 
pleasant rather than a serious workout.

Towing my wheelchair behind my 
handcycle isn’t a great commuting op-
tion. If I ride somewhere, then I have to 
deal with getting back in my chair. Then, 
where do I lock up an enormous hand-
cycle on a busy city sidewalk? Using my 
handcycle to commute is technically do-
able, but it’s enough of a pain that I don’t 
want to deal with it. 

There has to be a better way. In talking 
with a few fellow wheelers, I found that 
there are a few options that can make 
commuting for a manual wheelchair user 
more functional. 

SMARTDRIVE MX2+ BY 
MAX MOBILITY
The SmartDrive MX2+ ($5,990 from a va-
riety of DME retailers) is a power assist de-
vice that attaches to the back axle of most 
manual wheelchairs. It’s controlled by a 
Bluetooth wristband. It can either keep 
you rolling at the speed you’re pushing, 
reducing the amount you need to push to 
maintain speed, or it can provide indepen-
dent power to get you up hills or ramps. 

Pros: 
Unobtrusive: It sits behind your chair 

frame and doesn’t extend beyond the rear 
wheels, so maneuvering in tight spaces 
isn’t compromised. Its out-of-the-way de-
sign means that it can stay on your chair, 
instead of having to detach it when you 
get somewhere.

Powerful: The motor has enough pow-
er to get most people up steep hills and 
ramps, and with the new wrist bracelet, 
you can tap your wrist to start the mo-
tor from a stop, a nice feature if you don’t 
have the strength to get started on a hill, 
or if you’re trying to hold onto something 
while going up a ramp.

Cons:
Bracelet functionality: In practice the 
Bluetooth connection between wrist and 
motor proves twitchy, at best. In my time 
testing the SmartDrive, the motor was 
constantly shutting off when I wanted it 
to keep going. Other wheelers I talked 
with have experienced similar issues. For 
long-distance regular use, the tendency 

to lose connection to the motor could 
prove frustrating.

Maximum speed: Top speed for the 
Smart Drive is basically a fast walk, good 
enough to make zipping around a com-
pact urban area, neighborhood, or small 
town easier, but not quick enough to 
make long-distance treks efficient. The 
positive side of this low max speed is that 
it lets you stay on sidewalks if where you 
live doesn’t have good cycling routes.

Verdict: 
This is a fine device that would be useful 
for someone commuting in certain situ-
ations. For instance, someone who lives 
in a hilly area within a few miles of work 
or the businesses to which they regularly 
want to roll. It’s most useful to those with 
limited arm strength for whom hills are a 
significant deterrent to community mo-
bility, or those who like pushing places 
but worry about long-term wear and tear 
on their shoulders. 

Max Woodbury says his Stricker power assist handbike is “amazing.”
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QUICKIE 2
The Quickie 2 brings advanced aesthetics and technology to a folding 
ultra-lightweight manual wheelchair. The stronger frame results in an 

increased weight capacity of 300 lbs., while the overall chair weight 
is reduced. The chair is more rigid, stronger and lighter due to the 

redesigned cross brace.

Available from Sunrise Medical LLC, 800/333-4000; 
or www.sunrisemedical.com

AGILITY CARBON BACK SYSTEM
The AGILITY® CARBON™ Back System features a 12K tow carbon 
fiber design, sleek integrated hardware, and a diamond weave 
cover that is light weight, durable, and aesthetically pleasing. 
The integrated hardware allows for 15 degrees of forward and 
rearward adjustment in 5 degree increments.

Available from ROHO, 800/851-3449 
or www.ROHO.com

MOBILITY & SEATING

SUREHANDS LIFT & CARE SYSTEMS
SUREHANDS® systems are designed to enable users and 
caregivers to maximize abilities while accomplishing the normal 
activities of daily living. The versatility of SUREHANDS always 
places the users’ needs and safety first while offering products 
that will improve their quality of life, comfort and well-being.

Available from SureHands Lift & Care Systems, 800/724-5305
or www.surehands.com

KINETIK® PRO GEL BATTERIES
Welcome to the future of mobility batteries. Kinetik® PRO GEL 

non-spillable VRLA batteries are engineered to deliver optimum 
deep cycle performance. Designed with high-grade construction 

using time-tested German technology, Kinetik® PRO GEL batteries 
deliver best-in-class performance when stability, reliability and 

performance counts. Let Kinetik® PRO GEL batteries keep you 
moving! 

Available from Universal Power Group, 866/892-1122; 
or www.upgi.com
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MOTORIZED TRIKE  
ATTACHMENTS
These attachments, which turn your 
everyday manual chair into an electric 
motorized trike, aren’t seen that often in 
the U.S., but are commonly used all over 
the world. Their worldwide popular-
ity makes sense — in places with denser 
urban areas, rough roads, and less of a 
car-culture, they make a great option 
for a chair-user to get around. Davinci, 
a United Kingdom company, TriRide, 
an Italian company, and Batec Mobility, 
a Spanish company, each have multiple 
interesting options if you can get a hold 
of one. The most popular version readily 
available in America is the Firefly by Rio 
Mobility ($2,395 from Bike-on.com).

Pros:
All-terrain: By lifting your front casters 
up off the ground and replacing them 
with a single, 20-inch front wheel, a mo-
torized trike lets you travel at speed over 
a variety of surfaces. Gravel, grass and 
bumpy roads are all a whole lot more 
manageable with a bigger wheel up front 
and something other than your arms 
powering it. 

Speed and range: The Firefly has a top 
speed of 12 mph and an estimated range 
of 15 miles. That’s plenty to go cruising 
around town and still be able to make it 
home without having to recharge mid-trip. 

Cons: 
Hand function required: The way the 

Firefly is setup — regular brake levers 
and a thumb throttle — means that you 
need decent hand function to be able to 
operate it. It wouldn’t take a lot to be able 
to set it up more quad-friendly controls, 
but it would take some figuring as there’s 
no quad option currently available in the 
United States.

Passive: There’s not much active about 
using a motorized trike attachment. For 
me, a big part of enjoying chair commut-
ing is to get the blood flowing a little bit, 
and you don’t have that option here.

Verdict: 
If getting somewhere with convenience 
is your only concern, then a motor-
ized trike attachment is a great option. 
They’re functional, versatile, and easy to 
use. Hills, rough roads, or fatigue don’t 
have to be deterrents to using your chair 
to go out. 

ATTACHABLE HANDCYCLES
Attachable handcycles have been around 
for a long time, but they’ve mostly been 
sold as recreational devices. If you’re just 
looking to go out for a ride, they make a 
rather poor alternative to a lay-down or 
semi-recumbent handcycle. But for going 
to do something other than just ride, at-
tachable handcycles have a huge advan-
tage — when you get where you’re go-
ing, you can unhook yourself and voilà, 
you’re sitting in your regular wheelchair. 
Rio Mobility makes both a power-assist-
ed version, the eDragonfly ($2,895), and 
a non-assisted base version, the Drag-
onfly ($1,795). The Electro Drive Lipo 
Smart Tetra Wheelchair Bike Handcycle 
($7,500) from Stricker is an excellent, 
though pricier option with quad-friendly 
power assist.

Pros: 
Variety: If you have the strength and live 
in a fairly flat area, a simple model is about 
the cheapest mobility device you’re going 
to find. If you need the power assist to 

A motorized trike attachment such as the Firefly can be a great option.

The SmartDrive can save wear and tear on your shoulders.
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BEACH WHEELCHAIR KIT
WheelEEZ® do-it-yourself wheelchair beach conversion kit is designed 
to enhance your outdoor experiences. Convert your daily use wheel-
chair into a beach/all-terrain wheelchair with easy to follow instruc-
tions to make this project a breeze!

Available from Wheeleez, Inc., 707/751-3999; 
or www.wheeleez.com

MODEL M
Combining an innovative blend of modern style and versatility 

that enables freedom and independence both indoors and
 out, the Model M’s compact frame and maneuverability is perfect 

for indoor use, while its 4WD and front omni-wheel design 
traverses multiple outdoor terrains such as thick grass, 

gravel, even wood chips. 

Available from WHILL, 855/699-4455; 
or www.whill.us

OUTDOOR WHEEL PACKAGE
Package includes a set of Spinergy Light Extreme “LX” wheels in 22”, 
24”, or 25” with silver aluminum push rims and black Kenda Nevegal 
tires installed. Also comes with steel Spinergy axles. Hub colors are 
available in black or silver. Spoke color options: black, blue, red, yellow, 
white, orange, green, pink.

Available from Spinergy, 760/496-2121; 
or Spinergy.com

ADI CARBON FIBER BACK
Designed From Experience

Ergonomically designed for proper posture, our seating system 
eases the strain on the lower back during long, active days in a 

chair, by more equally distributing forces through the pelvic base 
of support, and good support naturally results in less pain. 

Available from Stealth Products,800/965-9229; 
or www.stealthproducts.com
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make commuting more functional, there 
are options starting at a still reasonable 
$2,800 for a power-assisted DragonFly.

Maximum Speed and Range: For a 
power-assist model, you’d have a similar 
speed and range as a motorized trike at-
tachment. But with a handcycle, at least 
you can still pedal if you run out of juice.

Shoulder Health: Anyone who regu-
larly uses a handcycle knows how well 
they work your back muscles and help 
open up your shoulders from the con-
stant forward push motion of everyday 
chair use. Using a handcycle attachment 
as a means of community mobility lets 
you get your heart pumping a bit and 
works to balance out your shoulders and 
keep them healthy in the long term. Even 
if the SmartDrive lets you push less than 
you normally would, you’re still having 
to push to go anywhere. 

Cons:
Maneuverability: Even though they’re 
shorter in length than a regular handcy-
cle, an attachable model is still awkward 
to maneuver in tight spaces. Going into 
any businesses, you’re probably going 
to want to detach it and leave it outside, 
which means finding a space to park and 
lock it up. 

Verdict: 
Here is what Max Woodbury — a C5-6 
quad who uses a Stricker power assist 

model for everything from going to a 
date night dinner with his wife to com-
muting to work — told me when I asked 
his overall impression of his attachable 
handcycle’s functionality: “It’s amazing.” 

Clear enough. It lets you get the blood 
flowing a little, keep your shoulders 
healthy, and ride with your kids or non-
disabled friends without making them 
slow down for you, all while being able 
to detach and stay in your everyday chair 
when you get where you’re going.

Bowel & Bladder Basics are our Business!
Suppositories 
The Magic Bullet™
safe & sure! Faster acting, 
water soluble suppositories.

Bowel Supplements
Magic Cleanse™
promotes fuller movements 
with greater ease 
(and less time).

Enzyme Magic™
better digestion= better elimi-
nation.

Urological Supplements
Cran Magic + ™
bladder, kidney & urinary health.

Mannose Magic™
maintain a healthy urinary tract- flush 
away E.coli.

2500 Quantum Lakes Dr. #214
Boynton Beach, FL 33426

(800) 822-4050
*one time discount per customer

5% OFF *Mention This 

Ad and Receive

Do you Believe in Magic?

www.conceptsinconfidence.com

RESOURCES
• Bike-on has a good overview of 
the attachable models available in 
the United States here: bike-on.
com/handcycles/attachable-
handcycles. The site also sells many 
cycles, often with discounts from 
the manufacturer’s price.
• SmartDrive MX2 by Max Mobil-
ity, www.max-mobility.com.

Trike Attachments
• Firefly Electric Handcycle by Rio 
Mobility, riomobility.com.
• Davinci, www.davincimobility.
com/wheelchair-attachments.
• TriRide, www.trirideitalia.com/
en/about-us.
• Batec Mobility, batec-mobility.
com/en/our-handbikes/models.

Attachable Handcycles
• Dragonfly (non-power assist) by 
Rio Mobility, riomobility.com.
• eDragonfly (power-assisted pedal 
model) by Rio Mobility, riomobil-
ity.com.
• Electro Drive Lipo Smart Tetra 
Wheelchair Bike Handcycle by 
Stricker, Bike-on.com.
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www.vetsfirst.org

Our Mission
VetsFirst leads the way in advocating for veterans living with 
disabilities and ensuring they achieve the highest level of 
independence and quality of life.

Our History
As a program of United Spinal Association, VetsFirst has a 
long and illustrious history assisting and representing veter-
ans and their eligible family members. United Spinal—a VA 
recognized veterans service organization—strives to ensure 
the organization remains an instrument for veterans.

About VetsFirst
VetsFirst brings to bear seventy years of expertise in helping 
America’s veterans with disabilities, their spouses, depen-
dents, survivors and other eligible family members receive 
health care, disability compensation, rehabilitation and other 
benefits offered by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. 
We supply direct representation, proactive legislative and 
regulatory advocacy, individual support and counseling ser-
vices, guidance on education and employment, timely news 
and information and valuable self-help guides.

VetsFirst advocates nationally for all generations of veterans, 
including individuals living with post-traumatic stress disor-
der and traumatic brain injuries. Our advocacy efforts go far 
beyond offering words of support and encouragement. We 
take this fight to Capitol Hill to bring attention to issues that 
matter most to the men and women who proudly served our 
country.

Timely Support
We connect with thousands of veterans and active military 
servicemen and women annually through our call center and 
online help desk, Ask VetsFirst. Our staff takes the time to 
address each inquiry, offering guidance with questions on 
military separation, claims appeals, and state benefits. Visit 
http://helpdesk.vetsfirst.org/ to submit your questions and 
receive quick response from our knowledgeable staff.
Valuable Resources
In addition to providing individual support and counseling 
services, VetsFirst offers timely news and information across 
the spectrum of issues presently impacting the veterans 
community, including state benefits, separating from the 
military, as well as exclusive feature stories on military health 
care and VA funding and compensation.

Our Core Beliefs
VetsFirst’s priorities are based on three core principles that 
will improve the lives of veterans with disabilities.

Community Integration and Independence— We support 
policies that help veterans with disabilities reintegrate into 
their communities and achieve independence. 

Timely Access to Quality VA Health Care and Benefits— 
We support improved access to VA health care and compen-
sation and pension benefits that are the lifeline for many 
veterans with significant disabilities. 

Rights of Veterans with Disabilities— We believe that 
discrimination against disabled veterans that produces barri-
ers to housing, employment, transportation, health care, and 
other programs and services must be eliminated. 

VetsFirst is a program of United Spinal Association that assists 
veterans and their eligible family members in obtaining the 

benefits they are entitled to, deserve and need.

H
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BRAUNABILITY PACIFICA
The all-new BraunAbility Pacifica offers game-changing 

doorway and ramp space, an expanded cabin for maximum 
maneuverability, and is available as a rear-entry or side-entry. 

Better yet – the infloor and foldout ramps are tested to an 
industry-leading 1000 lbs.! With best-in-class features like 

interior lighting, full-length footrest, available tow package and 
more, this is the ultimate wheelchair accessible vehicle.

Available from BraunAbility, 800/488-0359  or 
www.braunability.com

RV DEALERSHIP
Full Service RV Dealership with 3 locations — Jacksonville, Fla., St. 
Augustine, Fla., and Savannah, Ga.  Sales-service-parts, accessories, 
body shop

Available from Dick Gore’s RV World, 904/941-5100
or dickgoresrvworld.com

DARIOS DIGITAL HAND CONTROLS
With DARIOS digital accelerator ring and main handbrake, a 
paraplegic driver can keep both hands on the wheel. KEMPF 

offers a lifetime warranty and features nationwide free at-home 
pick-up and delivery of the vehicle to be adapted and at-home 

service. All KEMPF products are VA accepted.

Available from KEMPF Inc., 888/453-6738  or 
www.kempf-usa.com

Whether you are seated and 
curious or fast and furious, you 
will benefit from our listings of 
the adaptive tools and products 
that make our lives easier and 
more fulfilling.

AUTOMOTIVE 
RESOURCES
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NMEDA
NMEDA provides adaptive transportation solutions for you, 

your family, and your caregivers. NMEDA’s Quality Assurance 
Program (QAP™) dealers provide in-person evaluations, custom 

vehicle modifications, and 24/7 emergency assistance to keep 
you safe and confident on the road. If you need a wheelchair 

accessible vehicle or adaptive driving equipment, take the 
guesswork out of the equation and insist on NMEDA QAP.

Available from National Mobility Equipment Dealers Association, 
800/833-0427  or www.nmeda.org

QLK-150
The QLK-150 wheelchair docking system is the next step in 
independent wheelchair securement (also known as powered 
lockdowns or tie-downs). It is the perfect solution for those look-
ing to drive their own vehicle or wanting to quickly secure their 
own wheelchair using a single point system.

Available from Q’STRAINT, 954/986-6665; 
or www.qstraint.com

ACCESSIBLE VANS
For nearly four decades Rollx Vans has been the nation’s pre-

mier manufacturer of accessible mini, full-size, and 
previously owned vans. Rollx Vans is a direct manufacturer with 

an inventory of over 200 vans in stock. Check out 
www.RollxVans.com to find out the latest inventory, pricing, 

and rebates or call 800/956-6668.

Available from Rollx Vans, 800/956-6669 or   
www.RollxVans.com

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

WHEELCHAIR VANS
MobilityWorks is the USA’s largest mobility dealer of accessible 
minivans and commercial wheelchair vans. We employ specially 
trained Certified Mobility Consultants to work closely with our clients 
to understand their specific transportation needs in finding the right 
vehicle solution. MobilityWorks also installs hand controls, scooter lifts 
and other adaptive equipment.

Available from MobilityWorks, 877/275-4907
or www.mobilityworks.com
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John Whitbread has been 
a wheelchair user for 33 
years, and for much of 

that time he has been look-
ing for the perfect vehicle to 
go camping in with his wife, 

who also uses a wheelchair. He looked at RVs, but couldn’t find 
a good one that wasn’t cost-prohibitive. He looked at trailers and 
toy haulers, but the ramps were too steep and they didn’t seem 
convenient. Finally, he settled on something a little more unique 
— a bus. “I decided I’d get a bus that came with a wheelchair lift 
and make the insides the way I want them,” he says.

After years of looking, he found his ideal bus — one with a 
side lift instead of a rear entry — on eBay. In January 2017 he 
bought it, flew to Atlanta to pick it up, and drove it home. Once 
he got the bus home, he got to work. “I stripped down all the seats 
and took out all the nails, took everything off the floor, cleaned 
it as much as possible, coated it with some Henry waterproofing 
and laid down some tongue in groove plywood,” he says. “It was 
cheap, only a couple hundred bucks.”

From there, he installed a bed at the back of the bus and has 
plans to build cabinets above the wheel wells and a small kitch-
enette. With two wheelchairs, maximizing floor space is key. “I 
can’t have an aisle. I need space for my wife and I to pass each 
other in chairs, and that’s it, it’s just going to be as wide open but 
accommodating as possible.” For now, Whitbread is not plan-
ning to install plumbing or heating but says that could change.

Keeping costs down has been a priority, though Whitbread 
admits that if he had all the money in the world he would paint 
the bus black with chrome trim and alloy wheels. That would 
definitely change how others perceive the bus. “When I drive 
it around, people behave around me like a school bus,” he says. 
“Kids start waving at me.”

With only 130,000 miles, the bus should be good for a number 
of big trips once Whitbread is finished. He says Mexico, where 
his wife is from, and Canada, where he is from, will both be on 
the destination list, as will a number of shorter trips for disabil-
ity-related events and the like. He is already looking to what’s 
next. “I’m just going to try to do as much of it myself as I can and 
spend as little money as possible and if somebody wants to buy it, 
I’ll sell it and then start again,” he says. “I would sell this one and 
go get another one and do it again for myself. I’ve got so many 
more ideas now.”

B Y  I A N  R U D E R

BED, BUS AND BEYOND

“Yes I bought 
a bus”
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WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VEHICLES
Vantage Mobility International (VMI) is a leading manufacturer 

of wheelchair accessible vehicles built on Toyota, Honda, Chrys-
ler and Dodge minivans. It has advanced the mobility industry 
for 30 years with a robust portfolio of power and manual ramp 

conversions and platform lifts. The company delivers high-qual-
ity products for personal use and commercial applications.

Available from Vantage Mobility International (VMI), 
888/348-8267

or www.vmivans.com

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

SIENNA WITH AUTO ACCESS SEAT
Toyota Sienna with Auto Access Seat is the perfect solution for anyone 
needing a little extra help getting in and out of their vehicle. Built on 
the assembly line in Princeton, Indiana, and available from any Toyota 
dealership nationwide, the power rotating lift-up seat is a perfect 
caregiver solution.

Available from Toyota Motor North America, 800/331-4331
or www.toyotamobility.com

www.nuprodx.com  (855) 220-5171

MULTICHAIR Slider Systems 

Tub, Toilet and Shower Access Systems
Visit our web site for complete

information about our products.
“light, strong, and portable”

MULTICHAIR 6000RS

DON’T REMODEL YOUR 
BATHROOM, “NUPRODX IT!” 

Is the threshold of your stall shower preventing you from rolling in?  Is
access limited by a narrow shower door?  With the new MULTICHAIR
6000RS, you’ll be able to get into your existing stall shower without spend-
ing $1,000s on bathroom remodeling costs. Nuprodx’ exclusive compact
modular design allows the system to fit showers of nearly any size. Log on
to www.nuprodx.com to see the entire range of shower and commode
systems that will improve the quality of life for users and caregivers alike.
Nuprodx, the one system that can last a lifetime. Proudly made in the USA!

Features Include:
Eliminates bathroom transfers and is an effective alternative•
when installing a roll-in shower isn’t possible or affordable
Under 22” wide with a rotating base, it easily gets into small,•
hard-to-access bathrooms and showers
Available with Tilt-in-Space seating•
Fold-back padded locking arm rests and adjustable swing-•
away/removeable footrests ease transfers and improve comfort
5" casters with Total-Lock brakes prevent swiveling and rolling•
High-quality soft and comfortable padded seat and back•
cushions
Seat height adjusts over the highest toilets required by the ADA•
Removable locking bridge section available in optional lengths•
Won't rust or corrode: Aluminum, brass, stainless steel and•
plastic construction—it’s going to last!

ALL NEW!

New Mobilityt OCT 2014 6000TRS_mm_346.qxd  9/26/2014  9:44 AM  Page 1
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ABILITIES EXPO
Abilities Expo is the go-to resource for the disability community. 
In eight cities across North America, the Expo features the latest 
products and services for people with disabilities, informative 
workshops and fun, inclusive activities like adaptive sports, 
wheelchair dancing, service animal demos and more. Admission 
is free!

Available from Abilities Expo, 310/405-1317; 
or www.abilities.com

THE FLORIDA KEYS & KEY WEST
The Florida Keys has been a source of inspiration for more than 
a century. You’ll find original art and music, the world’s freshest 
seafood, and a friendly, open-minded attitude. And since the 
charm and character of the Keys is accessible to just about every-
one, there’s really no limit to what you can do here.

Available from Come As You Are, 800/352-5397 or  
fla-keys.com

AAHOMECARE
AAHomecare is the national trade association representing home 

medical equipment providers, equipment manufacturers, and 
other organizations in the homecare community. The Association 
engages in legislative, regulatory, and public relations campaigns 

that strengthen the home medical equipment community.

Available from American Association for Homecare, 
866/289-0492 or aahomecare.org

All of the adaptive products and 
tools in the marketplace are use-
less to us without the services 
and organizations that bring 
them to us. Here is where and 
how you can get them.

DISABILITY 
SERVICES
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LLC

CEO-TWO is a registered trademark of Beutlich® Pharmaceuticals, LLC.  CCA 469 1114

ORDER by phOnE

1-800-238-8542
M-F: 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. ET

ORDER OnlinE

www.amazon.com

Use CEO-TWO® Laxative Suppositories as part of 
your bowel program.  These unique CO2-releasing 
suppositories allow you to control your bowel 
function and prevent constipation and related 
problems, such as autonomic dysreflexia.  Regain 
confidence in social and work situations by 
avoiding embarrassing accidents with CEO-TWO!

Many laxatives and suppositories are not reliable 
and are unpredictable.  Having secondary bowel 
movements when you least expect it with such 
products is not at all uncommon.

DO YOU HAVE A RELIABLE SOLUTION TO YOUR BOWEL PROGRAM?

CEO-TWO works reliably within 30 minutes.  These 
unique suppositories are even self-lubricating, 
making their use as easy and convenient as possible.

•	 3	year	shelf	life
•	 Reduces	bowel	program	time	to	under	30	minutes
•	 Water-soluble	formula
•	 Does	not	cause	mucous	leakage
•	 Self-lubricating
•	 No	refrigeration	necessary
•	 Individually	wrapped	and	easy	to	open
•	 Unique	tapered	shape	makes	retention	easier,	
 providing satisfactory results every time

ORDERinG inFORMATiOn:
Box of 2 suppositories ...............NDC	#0283-0808-11
Box of 6 suppositories ...............NDC	#0283-0808-36
Box of 12 suppositories .............NDC	#0283-0808-12
Box of 54 suppositories .............NDC	#0283-0808-54



I have searched high and low over the years 
for accurate information on wheelchair 
accessible worldwide travel destinations. 

I finally hit the accessible travel jackpot 
when I came across three travel agencies 
that provide services specialized for wheel-
chair users. They are all great options if 
you are looking for help booking your next 
trip. To help you choose who is best for 
you, I asked the founders of each service 
some basic questions.

JOHN SAGE, 
SAGE TRAVELING
Sage Traveling’s John Sage, a T4 para, has 
visited well over 140 cities in Europe since 
his 2001 injury. In 2008, frustrated with 
not being able to find accurate informa-
tion about accessibility on the internet, 
he decided there had to be a better way to 
plan a wheelchair accessible European trip. 
Drawing from his first-hand experiences 
as a wheelchair user and adding to them 
with numerous calls to hotels and tourist 
sites, he launched Sage Traveling in 2009. 

New Mobility: Tell us more about how 
you started your traveling agency.
John Sage: After I got hurt in college I 
thought my hobby of traveling to Europe 
was off the table. As a disabled person, I 
put a huge amount of effort into planning 
my trips, sorting through out-of-date 
and inaccurate online information … so 
I started a how-to website on accessible 
travel. When I transformed it into a trip 
planning website in 2009, my business 
took off.
NM: Why use your travel service?
JS: We provide reliable, first-hand acces-
sibility information and are one of the 
only global travel agencies that plan trips, 
cruises, and excursions for disabled trav-
elers. I personally go to each destination 
to research and gather reliable accessibil-
ity information — I’m the guinea pig. I 
measure and take thousands of photo-
graphs, visit a bunch of hotel rooms and 
restaurants, and evaluate and modify 
tour routes to get a good feel for each des-

tination. We then can advise people on 
how best to allocate their valuable time. 
People leave their homes for experiences. 
That’s our focus. We want to help people 
make the most of their vacations.
NM: Can you give us any examples of 
special arrangements?
JS: Last year during our group trip to Par-
is, the Seine River was at flood stage. We 

had a dinner cruise planned but the boats 
could no longer fit under the bridges. So 
instead, with the group’s agreement, I 
had an employee rearrange things. We 
spent the evening at the Moulin Rouge 
— seating and accommodations for all. 
Then, on the day we were to visit the Lou-
vre, it was closed to evacuate works of art 
from the basement. We quickly arranged 

B Y  L I L L Y  L O N G S H O R E

NOT SO SECRET AGENTS TO HELP YOU 
PLAN YOUR NEXT ACCESSIBLE TRIP
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John Sage has personally visited over 140 cities in Europe since his 2001 injury. He augments his 
personal experiences with detailed research to provide the most useful accessible travel info he can.

John Sage helps travelers like George Hedger 
(above) get the most out of their European trips.  

“As a disabled person, I put 
a huge amount of effort into 

planning my trips, sorting 
through online information 
... and so I started a how-to 

website on accessible travel.”
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tours to the Monet and Rodin museums 
instead. I am very familiar with the ac-
cessibility at both locations and knew it 
would work. Another couple who were 
traveling without our support ended up 
leaving Paris early — they couldn’t make 
the changes like we did.
NM: What exotic places and array of ex-
cursions have you arranged?
JS: We do anything from hot air balloon 
rides in Tuscany, to snorkeling in Cozu-
mel, to wine-tasting in Rome. I got back 
last week from a research trip to Munich, 
Salzburg, Zurich, Interlaken, and Lyon. 
We will now offer some great new moun-
tain destinations — that’s not easy to find 
in a wheelchair. We figured out a way 
to visit Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest mountain 
hideaway. We have a boat tour in Zurich; 
gondolas to see mountaintop glaciers in 
Interlaken; and in Lyon, we figured out 
wheelchair accessible transportation to 
get to the Notre Dame Basilica and the 
Roman ruins.
NM: What is the average cost of a trip?
JS: Our eight-day group trip to London 
and Paris in July 2017 was $6,356 per per-
son. We will offer a 10-day group cruise 
of the Mediterranean in 2018 for $5,639, 
if booked early. Although we do some 
escorted trips, customizing family and 
couples’ vacations is our primary service.
NM: What are your favorite places?
JS: Two of my favorite European cities are 
Florence and Barcelona. I especially like 
the smaller European towns, too.
NM: What other services do you provide?
JS: In addition to arranging the step-free 
accommodations, accessible vans, roll-in 
shower, etc., we do things like obtain per-
mission to use the elevator to get to the 

top of the Acropolis. We anticipate what 
our clients might want before they even 
know to ask for it. We advise clients on 
really cool experiences that are wheel-
chair accessible.

Our 24/7 emergency support service 
makes us unique, too. A client can call at 
any time if there is a problem — anything 
from a train strike, where’s my driver, or 
a broken leg — we can help.
NM: Any final tips?
JS: Most people can do more than what 
they think with a disability. It just takes 
the right amount of planning.

TARITA DAVENOCK, 
TRAVEL FOR ALL
When Tarita Davenock was diagnosed 
with multiple sclerosis, her doctor rec-
ommended a job change. She has always 
loved traveling and already had 11 years 
of travel agency experience, so it seemed 
natural for her to take the next step and 
establish her own inclusive tourism busi-
ness. Davenock, who serves as vice chair 
of the Standards Council of Canada — 
Canada’s version of the National Coun-
cil on Disability — has now been in the 
travel business for 22 years.

New Mobility: Tell us about your expe-
rience working with travelers with dis-
abilities.
Tarita Davenock: My agency has ar-
ranged over 5,000 trips globally for cli-
ents with many different disabilities, in-
cluding those with spinal cord injuries, 
autism, diabetes — to name a few. Each 
client is unique, as is each disability. We 
have contacts all over the world to help 

get needs met at each destination. 
NM: Can you share a few examples of 
special arrangements?
TD: I have arranged what I call “sexy un-
dies” (Depends) to be delivered to a cli-
ent’s stateroom on a cruise so she didn’t 
have to fill her entire suitcase with them. 
For multiple destinations, we find ser-
vices or companies that can deliver the 
needed equipment or product to the re-
sorts or hotels for our clients. One fam-
ily wanted to take their autistic child to 
Disney World. We arranged reduced 
crowd contact and lower light exposure 
to ensure a smooth trip for the family. My 
post-doctorate is in behavioral and cog-
nitive psychology, which is instrumental 
in this planning.

NM: What exotic places and array of ex-
cursions have you arranged?
TD: You mean the funky stuff? We 
helped one gentleman who uses a wheel-
chair to climb Mount Kilimanjaro. He 
had his own climbing team but we ar-
ranged the other aspects of the trip. I can 
also arrange an African safari and trek-
king. But if you just want to sit and drink 
wine, we do that, too.
NM: What other services do you provide?
TD: We find where to repair mobility 
equipment during a trip. We do anything 
from family trip planning to getting tick-
ets to Wicked on Broadway or to Wim-
bledon, ensuring wheelchair accessible 
seating.
NM: What is the cost for a trip?
TD: It depends on the number of people 
in the group, your travel requirements 
and the dates. For examples, on bret-
tapproved.com, our travel partner (like 
TripAdvisor but accessibility-focused), a 

Katya and Mohammed Abbas enjoy Sage’s “Full 
Accessible Rome Experience.” 

Tarita Davenock

One of Davenock’s satisfied cruise customers 
reenacts the famous scene from The Titanic. 
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ACCESSIBLE SAFARIS EAST AFRICA
Accessible safaris to Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Tracking 

wildlife in East Africa is an incredible experience for anyone, a 
disability or restricted mobility need not be a hinderance to this 

unforgettable adventure. We use accessible safari vehicles for 
travelers on wheelchairs. Our programs are tailor-made to suit 

your wishes and individual needs.

Available from GoAfricaSafaris & Travel Ltd, 072/259-9194; 
or www.go-africa-safaris.com

MIAMI PROJECT TO CURE PARALYSIS
The Miami Project is dedicated to finding more effective treat-
ments and, ultimately, a cure for paralysis resulting from spinal 
cord injury. To participate in research, please visit our website or 
call and request an intake packet.

Available from Miami Project to Cure Paralysis, 305/243-7108; 
or www.themiamiproject.org

DISABILITY SERVICES

The Para Ladder®

A Stairway to Independence
The Para Ladder provides safe floor transfers

for wheelchair users. Able-bodied users can go 
from the floor to standing postition.

Minimize Staff Workers’ Comp claims and 
insurance cost from lower back injuries resulting 

from lifting patients

We Care Designs
VA Approved • www.paraladder.com

877-288-4988  •  U.S. & Foreign Patented

100% Eliminates Urine
Odor on Contact

Live Odor Free™ Incontinence was inspired by our  
friend, who has been a quadriplegic for almost 40 years. 
We created a safe and effective product to eliminate 

embarrassing personal odor.

• Safe for People, Kids, 
 and Pets
• 100% Green 
• NO Fragrances
• NO Essential Oils
• NO Harmful Chemicals

Spray on new spots.
Pour on old spots.

Order Online @ 
www.liveodorfree.com

 Ideal for bedding,  
wheelchairs, furniture, and 

walkers. Safe to use on any 
surface or fabric.

$19.95

Odor Free Ad-3.5x4.875.indd   1 8/25/17   2:27 PM
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MOBILITY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Our Vision

Mobility Roadside Assistance™ wants to be the best roadside 
assistance program in the United States and Canada, focused 

on the mobility challenged population at large. We want to be 
your go-to provider for mobility roadside assistance. Your safety 

is our priority.

Available from Mobility Support Solutions, 425/922-0990; 
or www.mobilityroadsideassistance.com

SPINAL CORD INJURY RESOURCE CENTER
When someone is spinal cord injured or diagnosed with a spinal cord 
disorder, there can be a great deal of uncertainty and an overwhelming 
amount of questions. The Spinal Cord Resource Center connects people 
living with SCI/D with information, resources, and support.

Available from Spinal Cord Injury Resource Center, 
800/962-9629 or www.spinalcord.org

Spinal Cord Resource Center

DISABILITY SERVICES

seven-day Iceland trip starts at $4,820, 
and a six-day Scottish Lochs and High-
lands trip starts at $1,290.

NM: What are some of your favorite places?

TD: The South Pacific, Hawaii … the 
world is so beautiful, I can’t pick just one.

NM: Can you give us some travel tips?

TD: I have 10,000! Plan well in advance 
and pick a destination that suits where 
you are in life. Bite off what you can chew 
and no more. If you’ve just been diag-
nosed with MS or a spinal cord injury, 
give yourself time to get back into travel-
ing — start with small trips.

MIRIAM ELJAS GOLDMAN,
ACCESSIBLEGO
Miriam Eljas Goldman vividly remem-
bers businesses telling her mom, a wheel-
chair user with multiple sclerosis, that 
they were accessible, only to get there and 
find out they weren’t. Goldman figures if 
this could happen to her mom, an advo-
cate who improved accessible transpor-
tation in Silicon Valley, it could happen 
to anyone. She says this is what inspired 

her to create accessibleGO, a full-service 
accessible travel platform that provides 
searches, reviews and bookings of acces-
sible hotels, cruises, transports and desti-
nations domestic and world-wide. 

New Mobility: Tell us how your mother 
inspired you to open an accessible travel 
agency.
Miriam Eljas Goldman: When I was 12, 
my mom was diagnosed with chronic-
progressive multiple sclerosis. Growing 
up, I remember her going from a cane to 
a walker and eventually to a wheelchair. 
One very distinct memory I have of the is-
sues that we dealt with as a family was dur-
ing a visit to the theater. We called ahead 
and they told us we could get in with a 
wheelchair, no problem. We got there and 
there were steps. Then the manager goes to 
this broom closet and pulls out a cracked 
piece of plywood that we were supposed to 
use as a ramp — and this was years after 
the ADA was passed! I didn’t want to put 
my mother and her heavy wheelchair on 
that, but my mom said, “Let’s just go!” She 
was very adventurous.

I was well aware of these issues grow-

ing up. I always wanted to do something 
in that space of helping persons with 
disabilities. Not until this year did the 
travel website idea crystalize. As a start-
ing point, my partner Jeff Schlanger and 
I selected the top 20 U.S. cities based on 
annual number of tourist visits. Our 
travel platform website has been up and 
running for about one month now.

NM: What does your travel service offer 
that others may not?

MG: We have a number of features on 
our site and we believe these combined 
components create a secret recipe for self-
planning a truly accessible vacation.

We have the Booking Engine, default-
ed to the ADA setting, where you can 
actually book an ADA room in any of 
our 20 U.S. cities. We will add more geo-
graphic regions in the future. Our cruises 
booking has been very popular. We in-
clude all cruise lines that leave from U.S. 
ports and provide detailed accessibility 
information for each cruise line.

Second is the Trip Planner, a direc-
tory of service providers for each city like 
taxis, tour companies, equipment rental, 
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and attractions that are accessible.
Third is our Content feature, which is 

a cheat sheet guide of each destination. It’s 
an overview of the city’s accessibility and 
things to do as a quick read, like the “Top 
10 Things to Do” in each city. We also in-
clude the best times and seasons to visit.

Last is our Community feature 
where you can read/provide reviews, 

similar to TripAdvisor but for the dis-
abled community.

NM: What exotic places and array of ex-
cursions do you offer?

MG: We are a travel platform, not a tour 
company. Our focus is to offer à la carte 
services so people can pick what they 
want and do it. We are providing tre-
mendous information to easily plan your 
own accessible trips. We are developing 
relationships with hotels and cruise lines 
so we can offer guaranteed vs. requested 
accessible bookings. Also, reviews will 
be a key component. Our goal is to get as 
much data and as many reviews as pos-
sible to help a disabled person create their 
own trip the way they want. 

NM: What other services do you provide? 

MG: Ours is a unique, do-it-yourself idea. 
Content and community make our site 
different from others. Our goal is to of-
fer a condensed online site where you can 
read reviews, choose accessible rooms 
and attractions, and book all of it online 
at one place. We will perfect a mobile app 
in the future after we gather feedback.

NM: What is the cost for a trip?
MG: There is no charge to the consumer 
other than the built in commission that 
we receive from booking.com — we are 
part of The Priceline Group Partner Net-
work which owns booking.com.

We will be adding discounted pack-
ages in the future — something like New 
York hotels, tickets to Liberty and dinner. 
The idea is still to pick what you want, but 
a package would be one option.
NM: What is your favorite place to travel?
MG: The Bay Area in California. I grew 
up near there and I do love it!
NM: Any travel tips?
MG: Live life to the fullest.

RESOURCES
• Accessible Go, 888/621-2568; 
 www.AccessibleGo.com
• brettapproved, 
 www.brettapproved.com
• Sage Traveling, 888/645-7920; 
 www.sagetraveling.com
• Travel for All, 888/993-9295; 
 www.travel-for-all.com/

Miriam Eljas Goldman says her mom, Emma, is 
the inspiration behind her travel agency. 
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Superior Clinical Seating
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United Spinal Association knows 
that disability is a shared experi-

ence that affects you, your fam-
ily, friends and communities. 

Fortunately, we are stronger 
together, and United Spinal 
brings decades of expertise 
to help: information, peer  
mentoring, advocacy and 
much more. Become a  
member today and  
Share the Journey.

UNITED
Share the Journey.

WE ARE

JAN  2014  $4

life beyond wheels

Person of the Year:

Deborah Davis

Chairskating     Home Buying     Uninformed Consent?

newmobility.com

Chairskating     Home Buying     Uninformed Consent?

It’s FREE 
to join, and 

member benefits 
include New 

Mobility!

JOIN US

800.404.2898 • unitedspinal.org



TRAVEL
Canada’s premiere travel agency that specializes in creating 
accessible vacations. We customize travel based on our clients 
needs - cane user, hearing/sight impaired, and wheelchair user. 
Over 20+ years within the travel industry, we are the team to 
plan all types of vacations.

Available from Travel for All, 250/585-5525; 
or travel-for-all.com

VETSFIRST
VetsFirst is a program of United Spinal Association that assists 

America’s veterans with disabilities, their spouses, dependents, survi-
vors and other eligible family members receive health care, disability 

compensation, rehabilitation and other benefits offered by the U.S. 
Department of Veterans Affairs. VetsFirst connects with thousands of 

veterans and active military servicemen and women annually through 
its call center and online help desk, Ask VetsFirst. 

 
Available online at www.vetsfirst.org

DISABILITY SERVICES
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Experience Abilities Expo!

Achieve greater 
independence through:

Latest products and services
Expert-led workshops
One-on-one engagement 
Revitalizing sports
Kid-friendly fun
Adaptive dance
Service animals
Daily living aids for seniors

FREE
ADMISSION

Register online today. I t ’s free!

Serving the Community 
Since 1979

#AbilitiesExpo

DC Metro
December 1-3, 2017

 Toronto
January 19-21, 2018

Los Angeles
February 23-25, 2018

New York Metro
May 4-6, 2018

Chicago 
June 29-July 1, 2018

Houston
August 3-5, 2018

Boston
September 21-23, 2018

San Mateo 
October  26-28, 2018

NewMobility.indd   1 9/2/17   5:38 AM
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DISABILITY 
ETIQUETTE

Tips On Interacting With People With Disabilities

DISABILITY ETIQUETTE
You don’t have to feel awkward when meeting someone with a 

disability. United Spinal Association’s most widely used 
brochure, Disability Etiquette provides practical tips and 

information on effective ways to interact with people with 
disabilities. The brochure is a great resource for 

businesses, schools, organizations, staff training and 
disability awareness programs. 

Available at www.unitedspinal.org/disability-etiquette

NEW MOBILITY MAGAZINE
New Mobility offers a fresh take on wheelchair lifestyle and recreation while 
also examining the tough issues facing people with disabilities. The colorful 
monthly magazine presents its unique mix of travel, relationships, personality, 
health and advocacy with award-winning writing and design. Regular columns 
for 2015 include a new one featuring the latest wheelchair products. 

Check out our blogs on www.newmobility.com and look for us on Facebook, 
Twitter and Pinterest!

Available from New Mobility, www.newmobility.com or 800/404-2898, ext. 7260.

There’s more information available 
to us than ever before, but sorting 
through the feeds, apps, sites and 
everything else can be overwhelm-
ing. Our listings help you get to the 
good stuff you need to stay on top 
of the rapidly evolving world.

life beyond wheels

DISABILITY 
MEDIA

CURB FREE WITH CORY LEE
What Cory Lee started as a blog in 2013 has turned into 

a sprawling travel site with some of the best info on 
accessible traveling on the web. You can count on Cory 

Lee for funny, insightful writing and good advice to 
make your next trip easier. 

Available at curbfreewithcorylee.com



YouTube is the new Netflix, rising 
in popularity as traditional televi-
sion and cable give way to all things 

streaming. And since anyone can post a 
video, it’s extremely accessible for people 
with disabilities to create their own chan-
nels that others can subscribe to. 

Following are four of our faves. 

FUNNY GUY ZACH ANNER
Speak or type Zach Anner YouTube into 
your favorite browser, pull up the come-
dian’s channel and try not to laugh. 

His current schtick is called “Work-
out Wednesday” and number 27 in that 
series, “Surf’s Up” starts out like this, 
“Today we’re in Nicaragua and since I’m 
in a wheelchair we’re going to be trying 
a sport that I’ve only heard about in con-
junction with the word ‘accident’ — surf-
ing.” 

And what ensues is three minutes of 
slapstick humor as Anner, who has ce-
rebral palsy, is shown being thrown into 
the ocean and onto a surfboard while 
cracking jokes the whole time about the 
sea, Brook Shields for some reason, vol-
canoes and of course, the Hoff. 

To join Anner’s over 350,000 sub-
scribers, check him out at youtube.com/
user/ZachAnner/videos. 

AARON “WHEELZ” 
FOTHERINGHAM
As you’d expect, Fotheringham’s chan-
nel has the largest collection of videos of 
wheelchair users flying through rings of 
fire, backflipping, dropping into halfpipes, 
hand-standing and general grinding.  

It’s skater culture to show the lands 
that didn’t stick, and Fotheringham de-
livers. One spectacular “fail” clip shows 
him barreling down a ridiculously high, 
long ramp tagged Nitro Circus. It tilts 
him back up, he somersaults through the 
air, the crowd goes wild, he lands on his 
wheels, but then … well … he keeps som-
ersaulting. Ouch.

WCMX is now an established sport 
and is still growing. Many of these videos, 

besides being fun to watch, show tech-
niques as well as the type of gear you’ll 
need and where to get it. It’s relatively in-
expensive to get started, although if you 
like it, you’ll soon dream about a custom 
Box Wheelchair (www.boxwheelchairs.
com). Fotheringham’s channel is you-
tube.com/user/AaronFotheringham. 

SITTING PRETTY LOLO
This wide-ranging vlog follows the adven-
tures of Lolo, a woman in her 20s, who 
was diagnosed with ALS at 14, and has 
produced some of the most interesting 
clips on life as a person with a disability. 

Some, like “Wheelchair Bumps,” are 
funny/not-funny looks at such underre-
ported subjects as your chair constantly 
being jostled while you’re on a date; some 
share frustrations, such as “Things Not 
to Say to a Person with a Disability”; and 
some are downright useful, such as “Top 
Three Accessibility Hacks at Home.”

“An accessibility hack is a product de-
signed and made not necessarily to be ac-
cessible, but happens to be, depending on 
what you need it for as a person with a dis-
ability,” she says, giving the most succinct 
definition of the term we’ve heard so far. 

For example, she uses her spin brush 
to remove her make-up, as it’s intended, 
but also to wash her face. “I use a lot less 
arm motion and it’s not a heavy product 

so it’s easy to hold in one hand.” For the 
other two, log on to her channel at bit.
ly/2gMjHKUand look for her on Twitter, 
Facebook and Instagram as well. 

PARALYZED LIVING 
“Get busy living or get busy dying,” reads 
the subhead on Brian Kinney’s YouTube 
channel, Paralyzed Living. Remember 
Kinney? He shared his wedding photos 
and romance with us in February 2015’s 
“To the Altar and Beyond,” and a year 
later about the mechanics of sex in “The 
Ejaculation Affirmation.” 

My only complaint — Brian, are you 
reading this? — is that there hasn’t been 
a new video since February’s “Abdomi-
nal Binder for Higher Level Paraple-
gics and Quadriplegics.” That video is 
a good example of the type of practical 
topic Kinney covers that maybe wouldn’t 
come up in a New Mobility editorial 
brainstorming session, but should. These 
binders make transfers easier, stiffen up 
core stability, create a slimmer look and 
may even help with breathing. 

Kinney’s site has 12,568 subscribers 
and is organized into sensible playlists 
like, “Travel with a Spinal Cord Injury” 
and “Home Modifications After a Spinal 
Cord Injury.” Check it out at youtube.
com/channel/UCsj_H-WErsT4PDglcM-
seatw. 

FOUR SUBSCRIPTION-WORTHY 
WHEELCHAIR-USING YOUTUBERS
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B Y  J O S I E  B Y Z E K

Sitting Pretty Lolo offers  an engaging mix of entertaining and practical segment. 



KILLS ON WHEELS
“If you see one film about a Hungarian hitman in a wheel-

chair this year, make sure it’s this one.” – The Guardian. Opens 
October 20 at the Village East Cinema in New York before 

expanding to select cities. Available on DVD and iTunes in 
January 2018. For more information, visit 
www.kinolorber.com/film/killsonwheels

Available at www.kinolorber.com/film/killsonwheels

UNITED SPINAL PEER MENTORING
Find a peer mentor to help you or become a peer mentor and 

help someone else. In addition to first-hand testimonials, 
United Spinal provides nationwide listing of support groups 
and chapters to get you involved in mentoring. Available at 

unitedspinal.org/peer-mentoring

Available at unitedspinal.org/peer-mentoring

REELABILITIES FILM FESTIVAL
ReelAbilities Film Festival brings together the community to 
promote awareness and appreciation of the lives, stories and artistic 
expressions of people with different disabilities. ReelAbilities Film 
Festival showcases films, conversations and artistic programs to 
explore, embrace, and celebrate the diversity of our shared human 
experience. 

To organize a ReelAbilities’ film festival in your city, visit reelabilities.
org/our-programs.

SPINALPEDIA
With over 5,000 videos touching on all aspects of living 
with paralysis, Spinalpedia is a powerhouse of information 
provided by people with spinal cord injuries for people 
with spinal cord injuries. The social mentoring network’s 
goal is to ensure no one with an SCI is isolated and all can 
return to being active members of their communities. 

Available online at spinalpedia.com

DISABILITY MEDIA
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BUILDING AN ACCESSIBLE MAP 
FOR EVERYONE
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Figuring out whether a location has the 
access you need can be hard. Whether 
you’re looking for a café, a bookstore, 

or even something like a park, you can 
sometimes call ahead, but there’s no 
guarantee that the person on the other 
end will know the ins-and-outs of acces-
sibility. (Elevator size? Door width? It’s a 
lot to know). Many small companies have 
worked to gather and share accessibility 
information online, but none have been 
able to reach an audience broad enough 
to have an impact on a widespread scale. 
But now an internet giant — Google 
— is changing the game. A new update 
to the company’s famed Maps applica-
tion makes it easy for anyone with a 
cell phone, tablet or computer to share 
detailed accessibility information about 
everything from entryways to elevators. 
Based on an early trial, it could finally 
provide the solution to providing accu-
rate access information.

Google relying on users to provide 
information is not new. Users have long 

been able to mark down “features” such 
as types of payments accepted or whether 
there are good discounts. This was al-
ready part of the Maps application — but 
as of July, users can easily mark down ac-
cessibility features as well. It isn’t just “ac-
cessible” or “not accessible,” either; the 
company recognizes that there’s more 
to accessibility than a front entrance, so 
checkmarks include entryways, eleva-

tors, seating, restrooms and parking lots. 
Maps now gives accessibility its own cat-
egory, making it easier for people with, or 
without, disabilities to find important in-
formation — and easier for information-
adders to get straight to the point.

Users can mark down a business’s ac-
cessibility features by using the Google 
Maps application on Android phones. 
The company provides instructions on 

A L E X  G H E N I S

Cristina Fransisco is a local guide for Google Maps in the Dominican Republic.  
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• Works with most chair styles
• Easy-open zippers
• Ample storage
• Mesh pockets great for water bottles 
  or other often-used items
• Durable construction
• Helps spread 
  United Spinal Association’s 
  active lifestyle message

800.404.2898, ext. 7203 
www.unitedspinalstore.org/
united-spinal-wheelchair-backpack/

Keep your essentials on hand 
while on the go 
with this great 
backpack!

Just 
$19.95!

The REV UP Campaign aims to 

increase the political power of the 

disability community while also 

engaging candidates and the media 

on disability issues. 

www.aapd.com/REVUP

its website (blog.google/products/maps/
building-map-everyone). After a recent 
visit to a Berkeley restaurant, I figured I’d 
give it a try. It was plenty easy. All I had to 
do was open the Maps application and se-
lect the main menu, then tap “Your con-
tributions.” That showed another page 
with a section near the top titled “un-
cover missing info,” which gives a map 
with businesses nearby. I clicked “acces-
sibility” just above the map, then selected 
the restaurant, and the app let me answer 
questions such as “has a wheelchair ac-
cessible entrance,” “has a wheelchair ac-
cessible parking lot,” or “has a wheelchair 
accessible restroom.” I clicked the ones 
that fit the business, and that was that. 
You can also add photos to highlight dif-
ficult to describe features. There are other 
categories too, such as food-conscious 
and child-friendly features, in case you 
want to contribute even more. Select, 
click, and done.

The new accessibility features are 
also available through the desktop ver-
sion of Maps. Just search for your desti-
nation and click the description with a 
right hand arrow on it. This will open the 
“about” tab with more information for a 
number of options, including accessibil-
ity. You can’t change the features or con-
tributions from your desktop, but if you 
see something that’s missing, you can go 
on your phone, open Maps, and make a 
contribution. It’s virtually guaranteed to 
help someone with a disability find out 
more, and maybe make the right decision 
for where to plan their outing.

To help expedite the growth of ac-
cessible information available on Maps, 
Google has incorporated the new acces-
sible features into its “local guides” pro-
gram (maps.google.com/localguides). 
The program invites users to rate and 
review locations, take photos, add new 
places, edit details, answer questions, 
and verify information about businesses 
or other areas, such as parks. People 
who sign up for local guides can build 
up “points” by adding more informa-
tion, with different levels and badges as 
they keep contributing. The local guides 
webpage even says that “higher levels also 
lead to special perks and early access to 
Google features.” As more guides focus 
on accessibility — or as more people who 
care about accessibility sign up as local 
guides — the amount of information on 
access will grow.



MARKETPLACE
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Job Title: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Coordinator (Part-Time)

Description: The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Coordinator will build 
upon and administer the ADA accommodation program from start to finish.  
The position will also be involved in the Light Duty/Return-to-Work program. 
Other duties include but are not limited to the following: Identifies and performs 
outreach to employees possibly requiring accommodations; educates manage-
ment and employees on the rights and duties under the ADA; coordinates with 
management and employees to develop and provide employees effective and 
reasonable accommodations; develops written materials and other informational 
pieces regarding the ADA program; develops and maintains internal measures 
to track ADA status and compliance and maintains and documents records of 
all disability and accommodation issues ensures compliance with applicable 
laws, regulations, and policies; assures that workers with disabilities are provided 
effective and reasonable accommodations allowing them to work productively 
and safely; assure Township-Sponsored activities, Township Facilities and events 
address accessibility and accommodation concerns. 

Requirements: Bachelor’s degree in social sciences, human resource manage-
ment, business administration or related field and two years of personnel admin-
istration experience are required (or a combination of education and/or training 
and/or experience which provides an equivalent background required to perform 
the work of the class); a minimum of  eighteen (18) months of experience in a 
position that involved evaluating and administering reasonable accommodation 
issues subject to the ADA or §504 and completion of a course on barrier-free 
design or ADA accessibility guidelines which was sponsored or approved by the 
New Jersey Department of Community Affairs or a department which oversees 
the Uniform Construction Code in any other State, the American Institute of 
Architects, the Paralyzed Veterans Association, or the United Spinal Association, 
within twelve (12) months of hire. 

Salary: DOQ 

Hours: Part-Time, three days weekly (not to exceed twenty one hours per week).

Apply: Send resume or application to: Ms. Braedon Gregory, HRIS Coordinator, 
Human Resources Department, Township of Montclair, 205 Claremont Avenue, 
Montclair, New Jersey 07042 or email: bgregory@montclairnjusa.org

Closing Date: Job posting will remain open until position is filled.
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60 capsules for only $25.95

FERTI CARE® PERSONAL
• The Ferticare personal treats men 
 with ejaclatory dysfunction and 
 woman with orgazmic 
 dysfunction/ vaginal dryness.
• FDA approved/ VA approved.
• Inexpensive alternative to fertility 
 clinics.
• Can also help with incontinence  
 thru Kegel Exercise.

 (Not FDA approved for sale 
  inside the USA for incontinence)

JUMP START YOUR 
SEX LIFE

Orion Medical Group, Inc.
(Full D.M.E. Pharmacy Specializing S.C.I)

Tel. 714-649-9284 / 1-888-64-ORION (67466)
Fax. 714-594-4038

info@medicalvibrator.com
www.medicalvibrator.com

$200 OFF FERTICARE
10% OFF VIBERECT
(OR ANY OTHER PRODUCT WE SELL)

VIBERECT
• Treats men with erectile dysfunction

• Treats SCI men with ejaculatory dysfunction.

Bring Safety and 
Independence  
to the Bedside!

• Power & USB ports
• Integrated lighting
•  Sturdy tray table with storage

440-628-9550
www.athandtable.com
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•	 Pressure	relieving
•	 Injection	Molded	foam
•	 25%	better	than	ensolite
•	 Outlasts	steel	or	aluminum
•	 Multi-configurable	tub/shower/toilet
•	 Options:	Carry	case,	flat		or	
	 commode	seats,	free	standing	
	 leg	support
•	 Optional	leg	support	shown	on	product	above

WWW.APEXEQ.COM	•	800-851-1122
VA Approved •  Limited Lifetime Warranty

NEW
SEATING!

NEW
EXERCISES!

•		 Ab	Crunch	•	Single-dual	curls
•		 High	bicep	curl
•		 Single	&	dual	tricep	pulldown
•		 Tricep	extension		•		Lat	pulldown
•		 Multi-level	row
•		 Bench	&	incline	press
•		 Pec	fly		•	Dumbell	pec	fly
+	MORE

Apex_3.5x4.875.indd   1 9/2/14   4:05 PM

African Wildlife Safari 
F0R TRAVEllERS WIT A DISfBILITY 

GoAfrica Safaris & Tr. vel 
We make it possible 

P.O. Box 5410 Diani Beach 80401 Kenya 
Tel: +(254) 20 2353884/5

Mobile: +(254)722599194 or +(254)724710356 

www.go-africa-safaris.com 

- Catheters
- Bladder & Bowel Care
- Any disposable product 
on the market!

NATIONAL NO COST SHIPPING.

Switching is easy, 
call or email us today.

Call (888) 579-3765 or email 
Tom@AppleWestHMS.com

www.AppleWestHMS.com

Accepting 
- Medicare, 
- Medi-Medi &
- Most private insurances 

“A small family business making 
a big difference in people’s lives.”

877-637-9988 
www.RandolphMedical.com

St. Joseph, MO

A NEW BEGINNING 
TO YOUR 

MOBILITY SOLUTIONS!
We are committed to serving 

the lifelong needs of our clients 
with award winning customer 

service, and providing the most 
cost effective & appropriate 

mobility solutions. Owned and 
operated by an Assistive 

Technology Professional that 
takes a personal interest in your 
mobility needs. Proudly serving 

Midwest Missouri and 
surrounding area since 1999.
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If so, please provide  
New Mobility with 
your updated 
information so you 
will not miss 
a single issue.

Full Name, Street Address,  
City, State & Zip Code are 

needed for both the  
old & the new address. 

Please allow 6-8 weeks for  
this change to be processed.

Please mail to:
120-34 Queens Boulevard, Suite 320

Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Or submit your request electronically to: 

mkurtz@unitedspinal.org or at 
www.newmobility.com

Or call: 800-404-2898 x7203

Did Your
Address 
Change ?

/diestcomfg  

100% water- 
resistant

removable 
fleece liner

300-yard  
reflective  
tape

✪

✪

✪

Available  
at your local 
VAMC &  
mobility 
dealer.

1.800.795.2392 
D I E S TC O . C O M

DIESTCODIESTCO
MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

     
Join our growing Facebook 
community to share SCI/D 

resources, tips and 
encouragement. You’ll 

also learn about upcoming 
stories and how you
 can contribute your 

experience to the publication!
www.facebook.com/newmobility

life beyond wheels
a publication of United Spinal Association

Like Us 
on Facebook! 

Help is Just a Click Away!

Visit our directory at 
http://providers.spinalcord.org/

If you have any questions, contact 
our Resource Center staff at 
http://www.spinalcord.org/ask-us/ 
or call (800) 962-9629.

When faced with the challenges of living with a spinal cord injury or disease (SCI/D), 
the right resources and support can make a world of difference.

United Spinal Association’s Product and Service Directory provide the full spectrum of clinical care, products and services, with an em-
phasis on SCI/D. Search our valuable online directory at http://providers.spinalcord.org/ to discover service providers near you that spe-

cialize in optimizing the health, independence and quality of life of people with SCI/D.

Quickly connect with top providers specializing in:
 • vehicle & hand controls • therapeutic & bathroom equipment • urological supplies • scooters • wheelchairs • ramps 

• assistive devices, and many other disability-related products and services.



FOR SALE

Howe and Howe Ripchair 3.0 Excellent 

condition. Less than 1 yr old. Garage kept. 

Only 10hrs. Joystick control 10mph. Front 

and rear LED’s. Gun rack. 5000lbs winch. 

Purchased new originally for over $42,000.  

Asking $29,000 – Palm City, FL.  E-mail 

Brad: misc@finalbreak.com

 House for sale – C5-6 SCI incomplete.  

Accessible 4-3-3.  Waterfront with access 

to gulf, pool/spa.  Dock with boat lift.  

$775K.  Tampa, FL.  Contact: TLWilson7@

verizon.net

Chairman HD3 Electric Wheelchair 

Excellent condition. Used for 1 yr. This chair 

tilts, reclines and elevates Max weight 400 

lbs.  For additional information contact 

973-934-1391 for photos.  Asking $3800.00

Nationwide Wheelchair Van Rentals. For 

the next time you want to get out, vaca-

tion, doctors appointment, or try before 

you buy. Learn more at www.BLVD.com

Over 1500 wheelchair Accessible 

Vehicles for sale at one website.  A 

complete selection of New, Used and Pre-

Owned wheelchair vehicles from dealers 

and private parties nationwide. Check it 

out today. www.blvd.com

USA Jeans makes pants designed for sit-

ting.  Call Darlene at 800-935-5170 or visit 

www.USAJeans.net 

ISO

Gentleman looking to get a letter from a 

penpal.   Write to Gary Cooper, 600 E. Perry 

St. Rossville, Kansas 66533

VACATIONS

Florida Keys! Accessible 2 /bedroom 

Waterfront Home, Large Bathroom with 

Roll-In Shower.  Spectacular View, Resort 

Amenities included.  561-627-1941.  

www.placidaccess.com 

NEW - Voted “Best Accessible 
Vacation EVER” (by those who stay 

here).  Visit www.vrbo.com/434500... 

read the reviews!

New Zealand disability vehicles, hand 

control cars, left foot accelerator cars for 

hire. Explore New Zealand – we make it 

easy! We are happy to pass on our for-

mer clients’ recommendations of acces-

sible activities and accommodation. See 

www.freedom mobility.co.nz Old 

VACATIONS
Orchard Beach, Maine First floor entire-
ly wheelchair accessible.  House sleeps 
10.  Visit www.dunegrasscottage.com

On The Beach Los Cabos, Mexico 
Ultimate accessible vacation.  Get out 

of the cold!  On the beach, totally seam-

less and barrier free.  All the toys, power 

beach chair, accommodations, pool, and 

boats are completely wheelchair acces-

sible.  Designed and constructed by a 

C-6/7 quad.  Visit www.vrbo.com/669234     

http://www.vrbo.com/910690    http://

www.bajaenterprises.net/

Ocean-front condo, wheelchair friendly, 
sleeps six, pool, boardwalk to beach.  Rents 

daily, weekly, monthly.  St. Simons Is., GA.  

bmmk4@frontier.com    419-569-6114. 

Cape May farmhouse near beach.  First 

floor entirely wheelchair accessible.  Sleeps 

eight.  Visit www.beautifullyaccessible.com 

for more info and reservations.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CLASSIFIEDS

Wellspect HealthCare’s LoFric® Origo™ is designed to 
provide safe, hygienic and convenient catheterization – 
and is NOW available in STRAIGHT TIP! Contact us for 
FREE samples. 855/456-3742 or www.wellspect.us  

AdvaMed: Failure of a wound to heal can have 
a profound effect on QOL. MedTech has helped 
evolve wound treatment, reducing complications 
and improving QOL. www.lifechanginginnovation.org
Allergan: www.botox.com 
Hill-Rom: Trusted in the hospital, trusted at home.  
Call a Patient Advocate today. 800/833-4291, 
homecare.hill-rom.com
NMEDA: NMEDA provides adaptive transportation 
solutions for you, your family, or caregivers. Contact 
your local NMEDA Dealer today: 800/833-0427,  
www.nmeda.com
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SUPPORTERS
Belt & Bruner, P.C., www.alabamainjurylawyer.com
Cure Medical, https://curemedical.com
The Krist Law Firm, P.C., www.houstoninjurylawyer.com
Michigan Auto Law, www.michiganautolaw.com 
personal-injuries/back-injury/spinal-cord-injuries
Rare Patient Voice, www.rarepatientvoice.com
Trusted Mobility, www.trustedmobilityrepair.com

For more information on how you can support United Spinal 
and become a business member, please contact Megan Lee at 
mlee@unitedspinal.org or 718/803-3782, ext. 7253.
Acknowledgements on our website, in New Mobility, in United 
Spinal e-news or any other United Spinal publication should not be 
considered as endorsements of any product or service. 

Call 800-404-2898, ext. 7253
or email your request to  
mlee@unitedspinal.org

Print Rates: 
• $1.30 per word 
• $1.00 per word 

for USA Members

• Boxed Ads - $105 per inch 

• Pre-Payment Required:  
VISA, MasterCard, 
AMEX, Discover 

• All Paid Print Classifieds get a 
1 month FREE Web Classified 

 Online Only Rate:  
1 month = $16
3 months = $36
6 months = $72

9 months = $108
12 months = $144

newmobility.com/classifieds

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED 
AD IN NEW MOBILITY

Accessible Journeys
making the world more  

accessible since 1985
Holland’s Spring Tulips

Rhine River Cruises
Barcelona & Madrid
Venice & Ljubljana

Accessible Italy by train
Vietnam-Thailand-Cambodia

Kenya-Tanzania-Zambia-South Africa
800.846.4537 

www.accessiblejourneys.com

Abbvie, www.abbvie.com
Hollister: The Onli hydrophilic catheter from Hollis-
ter is designed to provide a hassle-free and mess-
free experience. Request a sample at 888/740-8999  
or hollister.com/onli

a special thanks to those that support

PREMIER LEVEL

LEADER

ASSOCIATE



CRIP BUZZ
THE BEST OF DISABILITY BLOGS AND BANTER
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REAL-LIFE ACCESS SYMBOLS 

“We all recognize the typical symbol on accessible 
bathrooms and parking spaces, right? It is of a weird 
stick-like person sitting in a 20th century asylum-
looking wheelchair. Well, on a parking space it kind of 
looks like somebody in a wheelchair had fallen side-
ways and somebody made an outline of it with white 
spray paint. How funny would it be to align one’s body 
and wheelchair on top of this symbol? This is what we 
had to do.”
— Roxy and Madeline, globerollers.wordpress.com

THANK YOU FOR ASKING

Rooted In Rights Editor Emily Ladau Instagrammed this 
photo of “Are you OK?” carved into a curb cut while 
visiting Chinatown in Washington, D.C., and we’d like 
the introspective vandal to know that yes, yes we are. 

YO! BUZZFEED QUIZ HONORS NEW LEADERS

The good folks at Youth Organizing! Disabled & Proud put together a 
Buzzfeed quiz that lets Facebook denizens see what 21st century dis-
ability leader they are. So far here at New Mobility we’ve scored ADAPT 
organizer Anita Cameron, Disability Visibility Project’s Alice Wong, 
filmmaker Dominick Evans and social justice organizer Allie Canning-
ton. Take the quiz at buzzfeed.com/yodisabledandproud/ and learn 
more about Yo! at yodisabledproud.org. 

You’re young but determined. You’re part of the ADA generation and with every action you 
take, you carry that spirit with you. You embody hope through action, and you have many 
passions that you care about deeply, but no matter where you go, you always end up 
fighting for disability rights. A passion fostered at: http://yodisabledandproud.org



STAND OUT
SITTING DOWN

even when you‘re     

küschall® 

K-Series attract™  

©2017 Invacare Corporation. All rights reserved. Trademarks  
are identified by the symbols ™ and ®. All trademarks are owned by 

or licensed to Invacare Corporation unless otherwise noted.   
Form No. 17-006 170238
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celebrates

Every person has the right to have his or her disability 
compensated as far as possible by aids with the same 
technical standards as those we all use in our everyday lives.

–Dr. Per Uddén
Permobil Founder

“
”

WWW.PERMOBIL.COM  |

WWW.PERMOBIL.COM  |

REDEFINING ABILITY 
FOR 50 YEARS.
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